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& Bowl for charity 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes 
will hold a bowling tournament 
to send a student to Russia as 
a missionary. 
Please see story, page 7 
BRIEFLY... 
State to order end of pre-K 
anti-bias curriculum 
The Associated Press 
ATLANTA — State education leaders 
will order pre-kindergarten schools to stop 
using an anti-bias curriculum that is un- 
der fire from conservatives who say it 
undermines parents' teachings about reli- 
gion and homosexuality. 
"That's totally not acceptable. It will be 
stopped today," state Board of Education 
Chairman J.T. Williams told The Associ- 
ated Press on Friday. He said he did not 
know until this week that the anti-bias 
element was part of the curriculum. 
State School Superintendent Linda 
Schrenko was preparing an order that 
would withhold state money from pre- 
kindergarten programs that continue to 
use the curriculum, he said. 
"Hallelujah, that is really good news," 
said conservative activist Nancy Schaefer, 
whose group, Family Concerns, charged 
this week that the anti-bias program de- 
emphasized religious values and promoted 
homosexuality as acceptable. She also 
charged that the program put too little 
emphasis on teaching the ABCs. 
But Teresa Nelson, Georgia director of 
the American Civil Liberties Union, won- 
dered if the critics weren't taking every- 
thing out of context. "I seriously doubt 
whether what they are alleging is specifi- 
cally in the core curriculum. I'd like to see 
it for myself." 
The AP asked the education depart- 
ment for a copy of the curriculum but a 
spokeswoman did not respond to the re- 
quest. 
Meanwhile, Matthew Freeman, re- 
search director for People for the Ameri- 
can Way, said the curriculum should be 
evaluated independently for educational 
merit, "not on the basis of some political 
group's ideological standards." 
"It looks like the governor, the superin- 
tendent and the school board chairman 
are willing to substitute ideology for edu- 
cation, at least in the short term," said 
Freeman, whose group monitors religious 
freedom and education issues nationwide. 
WORD OF THE DAY 
groaking (growking) v. staring at 
someone who is eating, in the hope 
that he'll give you something 
Source: Weird Words 
'BORO WEATHER 
Today 
Partly cloudy with 
a high near 50. 
Wednesday 
Variably cloudy 
with a high in the 
50s. 
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Vacated lab school to 
help CLASS departments 
Red Cross in urgent 
need of blood donors 
Marvin Pittman Laboratory School will be moved 
off-campus in the winter of 1998. Plans for the 
By Kim Wagner 
Staff Writer 
Since the school board's decision to move the 
Marvin Pittman Elementary School to an off- 
campus location last fall, plans for the vacated 
building include the relocation of both the art 
department and the communication arts de- 
partment. 
"We're planning to move the art department 
and the communication arts department to the 
Marvin Pittman building," said Philip Hodge, 
director of facilities planning. "We haven't 
determined how soon we'll move in because we 
don't know how long it will take to renovate the 
building to make it suitable for the art depart- 
ment." 
Some of these renovations, which are sched- 
uled to begin after the elementary school moves 
to its new location in December 1998. 
These renovations include changing the 
lighting, adding additional exits, and possibly 
expanding the building. 
All of the art department will be moved to 
the new location except for the ceramic and 
sculpture studios. 
Hodge also said that since many of these 
vacated building include relocating the art and 
communication arts departments. 
areas deal with welding and kilns, there are 
plans for the future construction of a ceramic 
and sculpture studio near the ROTC rapelling 
tower. 
If funding is allotted from the Board of Re- 
gents there are also plans to add a black box 
theater to the outside of Marvin Pittman. 
"We haven't determined the space utiliza- 
tion yet, but I think it (Marvin Pittman) will 
make a great building for the art department 
especially because of the courtyards and the big 
windows," Hodge said. 
There are also plans to renovate the Foy 
Building for the music department if funding is 
allocated. 
The present communication arts department 
building will be removed after the department 
moves into the new location. 
"The art department is very excited about 
moving out the Marvin Pittman school," said 
Jane Hudak, acting chair of the art depart- 
ment. 
The Marvin Pittman school building will be 
used for academic classrooms, said Harrison 
Carter, vice president of academic affairs, in a 
memo to his secretary. 
By Melanie Weinberg 
Assistant News Editor 
Because the blood supply 
is critically low, the Ameri- 
can Red Cross will hold a 
blood drive Wednesday from 
1 p.m. - 6 p.m. in the Will- 
iams Center. 
The drive will be sponsored 
by the Catholic Newman As- 
sociation, the Episcopal Can- 
terbury Club and Wesley 
Foundation. 
Nancy Martin, a coordina- 
tor with the Red Cross, said 
that often when she is on 
campus she runs into stu- 
dents who have an interest 
in sponsoring a blood drive. 
"I try to give everyone on 
campus an opportunity to 
partake in a blood drive if 
they like," she said. 
The Red Cross contacted 
the religious ministries on 
campus, and these three or- 
ganizations came forward. 
Lincoln Wills, secretary of 
the Catholic Newman Asso- 
ciation, said that hosting the 
blood drive "helps us show 
that we are active and com- 
munity-oriented." 
"When the Red Cross ap- 
proached usabouthostingthe 
blood drive, we said that we 
will make a positive attempt 
to make the drive work and 
makeitworkwell,"Willssai& 
In order to help the Red 
Cross reach its goal of blood 
supply, the Catholic Newman 
Association is making an ef- 
fort to get the word out. 
"I am using all of the me- 
dia that I can," Wills said, 
"We have it announced in the 
Union, displayed on the cam- 
pus light boards, and it will 
be announced on WVGS. 
"We also have volunteers 
going around campus taking 
pledges from people that plan 
on coming in to give blood 
and the time they plan on 
coming in. This lets the Red 
Cross know how m any people 
to expect and what time to 
expect them." 
The severe shortage of 
blood can be attributed to the 
1995 holiday season, the 
snow storm of 1996, and the 
recent U.S. troop deployment 
to Bosnia since the Red Cross 
.relies on the military as a 
constant and reliable source 
of blood. 
"Each year we run into 
shortages that are more seri- 
ous than others,"Martin said. 
"During the holiday season 
people are extremely busy 
with vacations, travelingand 
family." 
The winter is a high flu 
and cold season and high 
schools and colleges are on 
break and industries are shut 
down for the holidays. These 
are reasons a lot of people 
couldn't donate during the 
1995 holiday season, she said. 
During the snow storm of 
1996 the collection of blood 
from New York and Phila- 
delphia, which contributes 
30,000 units per day, stopped 
and the northeast region ran 
out of supplies helping in 
emergency situations created 
by the storm. 
'These situations have re- 
sulted in a loss of donor base," 
Martin said. "It's difficult to 
guarantee blood to patients 
when people don't donate on 
a regular basis." 
She also said media co- 
Please see DONORS, page 10 
Statesboro to begin 
bicentennial celebration 
The Pony Express 
It is a desire of The George-Anne toprintthe 
news of Georgia Southern University as accu- 
rately as possible. If you feel that something 
covered is in error, contact a member of the 
editorial staff at 681 -5246 as soon as possible. 
Thank you. 
FOR ADVERTISING INFO.: 681-5418 
STORY OR PHOTO IDEA: 681-5246 
FAX NUMBERS: 871-1357 and 681-0863 
LANDRUM BOX: 8001 
E-MAIL TO: stud_pub@gsaix2.cc.GaSoU.EDU 
Liked By Many, Cussed By Some... 
Read By Them All 
i • 
By Kim Wagner 
Staff Writer 
In honor of Bulloch Countys 
Bicentennial, acopyof its char- 
ter will be read at the Bulloch 
County Courthouse on Thurs- 
day after being Pony Ex- 
pressed from 
Bloomingdale, 
Ga. 
"Forty 
riders (and 
horses pro- 
vided by the 
Bulloch 
County 
Horseman's 
Association) 
will be in- 
cluded in the 
Pony Ex- 
press," said 
Beth Mathews, coordinator of 
the event. "We're estimating 
that it will take them (the Pony 
Express riders) six hours to 
get to Bulloch County." 
In addition to the charter, 
the Pony Express will carry 
1,000 letters which will be im- 
printed with the Bulloch 
County Bicentennial logo and 
the Pony Express logo. 
Anyone interested in "mail- 
ing" a letter on the Pony Ex- 
press can purchase an enve- 
lope at the Statesboro Visitors 
Convention Bureau or the 
Statesboro/Bulloch County 
Chamber of Commerce. 
"A lot of people have told me 
that they're tracing back their 
family history and they're go- 
ing to mail it to their kids or 
other family members on the 
Pony Express," Mathews said. 
The Statesboro High Cho- 
rus and a gospel choir, called 
"Exhortation" will sing, a quar- 
tet will perform, Bulloch 
County Tall Tales will be told, 
the Southeast Bulloch Band 
will perform and birthday cake 
will be served. 
U.S. Rep. Jack Kingston will 
speak at the event along with 
Statesboro Mayor Hal Averitt 
and Chairman of the County 
Commission 
Raybon Ander- 
son. 
"This event is 
really a re-en- 
actment so it's a 
part of history 
and it's a great 
opportunity for 
people to see 
how a commu- 
nity can come to- 
gether," said 
Becky Taylor, 
Bulloch County 
planner. 
"We feel like this is going to 
be a fun and historic event and 
we hope everyone will partici- 
pate," Mathews said. "We're 
hoping that a couple thousand 
people will come out for the 
celebration of the Bicenten- 
nial." 
The festivities are scheduled 
to begin at 4 p.m. 
There will be events 
throughout the year to cel- 
ebrate the Bicentennial. 
These include a photo and 
artifact exhibit, "Celebrate the 
Past—Share the Future" next 
month as well as a theatrical 
production, called "Wiregrass" 
in April and a Bicentennial 
cookbook will also be published 
in April. 
Other events throughout 
the year include a display of 
the Bulloch County Quilt (cur- 
rently on display), a Bicenten- 
nial book will be published, an 
Old Time Fourth of July and 
many more. 
Winter wonderland 
Andrea D'Astoli 
Students woke up Sunday morning wondering wind, overnight. Their wonder soon became 
how the city could have been transformed into a glee when they discovered Monday classes 
winter wonderland, complete with snow, ice and   would be canceled due to the weather. 
Vince Gill to headline Music Fest '96 
By Nicole Caracola 
Staff Writer 
The third annual Music Fest 
will bring five-time CMA 
award-winner and male vocal- 
ist of the year Vince Gill to the 
'Boro. 
Patty Loveless and pop/ 
country singer Brian White will 
also perform at Music Fest '96. 
'This is a community festi- 
val that includes the univer- 
sity, the city, the county, ev- 
eryone," Chamber of Com- 
merce Director of Programs 
James Drinkard said. 
Tickets go on sale for Music 
Fest on March 30. The cost is 
$25.00 per person and will be 
available through select seat 
outlets. There will be a limited 
number of tickets sold on cam- 
pus. 
The 1996 Music Fest will be 
"WE ARE BRINGING 
A MAJOR CONCERT 
TO STATESBORO, 
GA." 
— JAMES DRINKARD 
DIRECTOR OF PROGRAMS 
held at 6:00 p.m. on May 4 at 
Paulson Stadium and is co- 
sponsored by the Chamber of 
Commerce and R&B Produc- 
tions. Gates open at 4 p.m. 
"This is the best music 
choice for a broad range mar- 
ket," Drinkard said, "We are 
bringing a major concert to 
Statesboro, Ga." 
Vince Gill is bringing in 14 
semi-trucks that will include a 
stage, lighting and equipment. 
Drinkard said they are ex- 
pecting to seat 25,000 people, 
which is four times the size of 
last year's Musicfest. 
Security will be strong dur- 
* ing the Music Fest, he said. 
The co-sponsors are cur- 
rently working with Chief of 
Public Safety Ken Brown and 
are in the process of bringing 
in either Fort Stewart or Na- 
tional Guard personnel. 
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POLICE BEAT 
GSU Division of Public Safety      the Russell Union building. 
January 31,1996 
• A South Zetterower resi- 
dent reported a Yamaha clarinet 
taken from the Foy Building. 
January 30,1996 
• An Oxford Hall resident re- 
ported a stereo and speakers 
were taken from his vehicle in 
the Oxford Hall parking lot. 
• A Johnson Hall resident re- 
ported her keys were taken from 
January 28,1996 
• A resident of In-The-Pines 
reported several items of cloth- 
ing missing from his apartment. 
January 24,1996 
• An Oxford Hall resident re- 
ported a stereo and a bicycle was 
taken from his room. 
• A Stratford Hall resident 
reported some personal checks 
had been forged at Deal Hall and 
the University Store. 
• Two Olliff Hall residents 
reported their bicycles were 
taken from Olliff Hall. 
January 23,1996 
• A Winburn Hall resident 
reported a television was miss- 
ing from the kitchen library. 
• A Depot Drive resident re- 
ported two magnetic signs were 
taken from his vehicle in the 
Hanner parking lot. 
January 21,1996 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
v.^mm&m$mii 
Things to do at GSU 
• The GSU Museum will host 
a public school art exhibit in 
honor of Black Awareness Month 
through Feb. 29. Call Stephanie 
Ray at 681-5409 for more infor- 
mation. 
Tuesday, February 6,1996 
• Cinema Arts presents 'The 
Match-Factory Girl" at 7 p.m. in 
the Russell Union theater. For 
more information call, 681-5471. 
• The GSU committee on eat- 
ing disorders will sponsor 
"Fatism: A Cultural Discrimina- 
tion" from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the 
Union. For more information, call 
681-5541. 
Wednesday, February 7,1996 
• The GSU committee on eat- 
ing disorders will sponsor a diag- 
nostic screening for disorders 
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the 
Union. For more information, call 
681-5541. 
• The Tutorial Workshop Se- 
ries will sponsor a Regents' es- 
say review from 12-2 p.m. in the 
Henderson Library in room 114. 
For more information, call 681- 
0321.Thursday, February 8,1996 
• Nel Noddings will present 
"Caring & Education" at 7 p.m. 
in the Southern Center Audito- 
rium. For more information, call 
871-1552. 
• The GSU committee on eat- 
ing disorders will sponsor 
"Health Eating" from 11 a.m.to 
noon in the Union. For more in- 
formation, call 681-5541. 
Friday, February 9,1996 
• The GSU committee on eat- 
ing disorders will sponsor "Pre- 
vention of Eating Disorders" from 
1-2 p.m. in the Union. For more 
information, call 681-5541. 
Saturday, February 10,1996 
• Saturday Family Workshop 
Series: "Celebrate Black culture." 
To register call 681-0147. 
Monday, February 12,1996 
• Ayinde Jean-Baptiste will 
present "Leader of the 21st Cen- 
tury" at 7 p.m. in the Southern 
Center Auditorium. 
• The Tutorial Workshop Se- 
ries will sponsor "Intros & Con- 
clusions" in the Henderson Li- 
brary in room 114 at noon. For 
more information, call 681-0321. 
Tuesday, February 13,1996 
• Richard Pine will present 
"Brian Friel and Contemporary 
Irish Drama" at 7 p.m. in the 
Southern Center Auditorium. 
For more information, call 681- 
5899. 
• Forrest A. Parker will 
present "Understanding Black 
Male/Black Female Relation- 
ships" at 7 p.m. in the Technol- 
ogy Building in room 2112. 
Tuesday, February 20,1996 
• Cinema Arts will present 
"Henry V" at 4:30 and 7 p.m. in 
the Russell Union Theater. 
• Cinema Arts will present a 
lecture, "Oedipus" at 4 p.m. in 
Communication Arts in room 
101. 
Wednesday, February 21,1996 
• Southern Arts will present 
"Halley's Comet" at 7 p.m. in the 
Union Ballroom. 
Thursday, February 22,1996 
• Departmental Programs will 
presentM. Mendez, "Art and Life 
of the Cuna" at 4:40 p.m. in New- 
ton room 2207. For more infor- 
mation, call 681-5443. 
^^ VOIL I 
GO FAR 
IN THE 
AIR FORCE. 
V! 
Learn how far the 
Air Force can take 
you. f you're a college 
graduate, you may qualify 
for Air Force Officer Training 
School. After completing Officer 
Training School, you can become a 
commissioned Air Force officer 
with: 
• great starting pay 
• medical and dental care 
• 30 days vacation with pay per 
year 
• management opportunities 
Go far in a career as an Air Force 
officer. Call     AIR FORCE 
OPPORTUNITIES 
TOLL FREE  .     . 
I-8Q0-423-USAF 
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JOBS !    JOBS !    JOBS ! 
Southern Magazine Promotions 
Needs Telemarketers 
If your a student looking for work 
here is what we can offer you: 
m 
• Easy "Work 
• Great Pay 
• $.5 Per Hour Guaranteed 
• Lucrative Bonus Plan 
• Great Atmosphere 
• Flexible Scheduling 
You Give Us  100% Effort and 
Yoia Will JVIake Big Bucks$$$$ 
The only place in town you can work 1-3 hours and get paid for 6!!! 
Finish Early Leave Early!!! 
Come toy 36 North. Zetterower 
(Across From the Greyhound Station) 
or call IVIick at 489-6X47 
• A resident of Hawthorne 
Drive reported a CD player was 
taken from his vehicle in the 
Russell Union parking lot. 
Statesboro Police Department 
February 4,1996 
• Preston Ragsdale, of 
Greenbriar Apartments, re- 
ported a battery. 
• Carolyn Beresh, of Eagles 
Nest, reported lost or stolen 
property. 
• Theatre South will be per- 
forming "Oedipus Rex" through 
Feb. 24, at 8 p.m. in McCroan 
Auditorium. For more informa- 
tion, call 681-0106. 
Monday, February 26,1996 
• Departmental Programs will 
present Mauricio Mendez, "Art 
among the Cuna of Panama-ex- 
hibition and discussion" from 4- 
7 p.m. in the Foy Building. For 
more information, call 681-5443. 
• Bobby Seale will present 
"An Evening With Bobby Seale: 
The Future of social Change" at 
7 p.m. in the Russell Union Ball- 
room. 
Tuesday, February 27,1996 
• Cinema Arts will present 
"Burnt by the Sun" at 7 p.m. in 
the Russell Union theater. 
Thursday, February 29,1996 
• The Distance Learning Cen- 
ter will present "Coping with 
Changing Campus Culture" from 
3 - 4:30 p.m. in Southern Center 
room 116. 
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Anne is distributed free of charge on the Georgia Southern University campus through delivery sites 
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*We gratefully acknowledge the theft of our slogan - "Liked by Many, Cussed by Some, Read by them 
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STATESBORO FLORAL AND^GIFT SHOP 
421 FAIR ROAD, STATESBORO, GEORGIA 30458 
For Valentine Anytime 
•Flowers   'Balloons   'Bears 
•Candy   'Gifts   'Plants 
"A GSU Tradition for over 65 years" 
Phone (912) 764-5497 or (800) 622-7115 
Fax (912) 489-4523 
I wealth *gsl 
LEARN HOW TO TALK TO YOUR PEERS 
ABOUT HEALTH TOPICS SUCH AS: 
NUTRITION 
AND MANY 
OTHERS! 
SAFER 
SEX, 
EXERCISE 
TAKE A PEER HEALTH EDUCATION 
COURSE. HEALTH 495, OFFERED 
SPRINfi QUARTER 1996, IS A 3 CREDIT 
COURSE ON MONDAYS AND 
WEDNESDAYS FROM 
4PM - 5:15 PM 
STOP BY OUR OFFICE THIS WEEK AND TALK TO A 
PEER EDUCATOR TO SET MORE INFORMATION OR 
PICK UP AN APPLICATION. 
HEALTH EDUCATION OFFICE 
WILLIAMS CENTER 109 
571-1732 
!• 
SPONSORED BY SSU HEALTH SERVICES 
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ONLY IN AMERICA.. 
© Arizona 
Mother wins custody of 
twins with two fathers 
The Associated Press 
TUCSON — Twin girls fa- 
thered by different men appar- 
ently wil stay with their mother 
after one of the fathers gave up 
his custody fight. 
Lawyers on both sides said 
the twins' mother Brenda Tay- 
lor wil likely get custody of 17- 
month-old Lauren. She already 
has custody of Lauren's twin 
sister, Megan. 
Taylor's ex-husband, Peter 
Tonnessen of Colorado Springs, 
Colo., wil likely be granted one 
weekend a month of visitation 
with Lauren. 
For twins to have different 
fathers, the mother would have 
to ovulate twice and have inter- 
course with two men around 
the time of ovulation. 
DNA tests show Tonnessen 
is Lauren's father and Megan's 
father is Dean Taylor, who is 
married to the twins' mother. 
Tonnessen was estranged 
from Taylor at the time the twins 
were conceived. She claimed he 
raped her hours after she had 
sex with Dean Taylor, but 
Tonnessen denied it and no po- 
lice report was filed. 
© Maryland 
Prison inmates are 
smoking banana peels 
The Associated Press 
DENTON, Md. — A ban on 
smoking at the Caroline County 
Detention Center has turned in- 
mates on to bananas and has 
county officials going bananas. 
The problem isn't that the in- 
mates are smokingbanana peels 
— health department officials 
have assured Warden Charles 
Andrew the smokes are harm- 
less. 
The problem is that the in- 
mates are causing damage to the 
center when they get their fix. 
"(The inmates) pul the wires 
from the (light) fixtures, touch 
them together and get a spark," 
Andrew said. 
Inmates go through an elabo- 
rate process to create them. 
'They take banana peels, put 
them on the radiator until it gets 
hard, and break it up," he said. 
'Then they wrap it in toilet pa- 
per or letter paper and smoke it." 
Officials have banned oranges 
and fruit cups because inmates 
mixed them with bread and sugar 
to make their own wine. 
"It's some bad looking stuff," 
he said. "I don't know how they 
drink it." 
© Connecticut 
Woman ofended by 
license plate letering 
The Associated Press 
STAMFORD, Conn. — A 
woman who returned her license 
plate to the Department of Mo- 
tor Vehicles because she was of- 
fended by the letering "KLU" 
wil be reimbursed for the ex- 
change fee she paid, officials said. 
Heather Lockwood, of Stam- 
ford, said the leters were too 
closely associated with the Ku 
Klux Klan. 
She paid a $16 exchange fee 
when she returned the plates in 
December. But an apologetic 
DMV worker caled Lockwood 
last Tuesday and told her the 
fee would be refunded. 
However, DMV spokesman 
Noel Tomas said it is "not regu- 
lar policy" for a motorist to 
trade a plate without paying. 
"We do it on a case-by-case 
basis; it's not a blanket policy," 
he said. 
The numbers and leters on 
regular-issue plates are cho- 
sen in series, and the DMV 
weeds out obviously offensive 
combinations. For example, no 
plates were printed with the 
leters KKK, he said. 
3PT I 
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GET IT IN GREEK! 
15% OFF REGULAR PRICED 
GREEK ITEMS! FEB 5-17 
UNDER THE  \ 
GREEK ROOF!  1 \\ 
^<^^^^^^   "Under the Green Roof 
GEORGIA  SOUTHERN U N I V E R S I 1 T  S 1 0 R E 
681-5181 
Mon-Thurs 7:45am-6pm 
Friday 7:45am-5pm, 
Sat. 10am-4pm 
Two feather pluckers sentenced to a week in Athens chicken plant 
The Associated Press 
MACON, Ga. —A judge gave 
two men exactly what they 
wanted as punishment for pluck- 
ing the tail feathers from two 
caged golden eagles. 
John Kevin Cooper, 24, and 
Douglas Grant Rustay, 25, wil 
pluck chicken feathers at a meat- 
processing plant in Athens for a 
week. 
"You'l have your fil of feath- 
ers— and, hopefuly, you'l never 
want to be around another 
feather in your life," U.S. Magis- 
trate Claude Hicks told the pair. 
The men won't go to prison, 
"but you may wish you were in 
jail by the time I'm finished with 
the sentence I'm about to im- 
pose," he said. 
Hicks also sentenced each man 
to 18 months probation, $600 
restitution and a $500 fine. 
He said Cooper, a student, and 
Rustay, a convenience store man- 
ager, could earn money for the 
fines by working a 40-hour week 
at the chicken plant. 
"I think it's a fair sentence _ 
unusual, thoughtful, and prob- 
ably appropriate," said Rustay"s 
atorney, John McArthur. 
In October 1993, Cooper and 
"YOU'LL HAVE YOUR 
FILL OF FEATHERS ..." 
— CLAUDE HICKS 
U.S. MAGISTRATE 
Rustay broke into the eagles' cage 
at the Bear Holow Wildlife Cen- 
ter in Athens and plucked al 24 
tail feathers from two birds. De- 
fense atorneys said the men took 
the feathers because they were 
interested in Indian culture. 
Mere possession of the feath- 
ers is a federal offense. 
In this case, both birds sur- 
vived, but they were lucky. With- 
out tail feathers, birds can't bal- 
ance, so they can't perch. They're 
also vulnerable to a bacterial in- 
fection caled bumble foot, said 
Joe Wright, a special agent with 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser- 
vice, who investigated the case. 
"In most instances, it's fatal," 
Wright said. "But there was a 
vet working with the birds and 
treating them daily to make sure 
that didn't happen." 
Golden eagle feathers are a 
sacred symbol to Indians, said 
Ernie Dockery, a member of the 
Northern Cheyenne Tribe and 
national commander of the Na- 
tive American Veterans Warrior 
Society. 
"If you're not entitled to have 
eagle feathers, it's like going into 
a church and stealing the altar," 
Dockery said. 
Only those approved by the 
U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs 
are alowed to have the feathers 
through a feather bank colected 
from abandoned nests or birds 
found dead, Dockery said. But 
there is a black market for them. 
Dockery said he has been told 
of feathers being offered for sale 
for as much as $500 each. 
Drunken nanny assaults boss, police 
The Associated Press 
SAYVILLE, N.Y. — On her 
first day on the job, Long Island 
nanny Eileen Doherty came out 
fighting, literaly. 
Doherty hit the family liquor 
cabinet, ignored the two litle 
boys she was hired to watch, and 
started fights with her new boss 
and police, authorities said. 
The boys survived their day 
with the hard-drinking live-in 
nanny, who was stumbling drunk 
when Sandra Lucchi arrived at 
her Sayvile home from her job 
as a nurse's aide, said Lt. Dennis 
Caine of Suffolk County Police. 
Five-year-old Anthony Lucchi 
was asleep when his mom walked 
in the house, while 18-month- 
old Alex was covered with baby 
powder, Caine said. 
When Lucchi asked if her new 
employee had been drinking, the 
35-year-old Doherty replied that 
she only had a single drink. 
Words flew, and Doherty 
"spun the mother around, 
slapped her face and then 
punched her twice," Caine said. 
Lucchi then caled the police. 
As officers tried to put Doherty 
in a car, the burly 5-foot-8 sus- 
pect bit one cop three times and 
kicked him in the head, Caine 
said. She was charged with en- 
dangering the welfare of a child, 
assault, resisting arrest and ha- 
rassment. 
Your Future Is Waiting 
A high school diploma and the desire 
to learn are al you need. You'l receive: 
• Outstanding high-tech training 
• Hands-on experience 
• Tuition assistance for colege 
• Comprehensive medical and 
dental care 
• Excelent salary 
• And more 
For more information cal 
1-800-423-USAF or contact your 
local Air Force recruiter. 
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Our Opinion 
Communication arts needs 
Marvin Pittman the most 
Since the school board voted last quarter to move the 
Marvin Pittman Labratory School off campus, many 
wondered what GSU would do with the vacated space. 
GSU has decided that the building will be used for the 
art   and communication arts departments when the 
school is moved in December of 1998. Facilities Planning 
said that all of the art department will be moved into the 
building except for the ceramic and sculpture studios. 
I There will be new ones built near the ROTC rapelling 
tower. The communication arts department building 
| will be removed after they move into the vacated Marvin 
Pittman building. 
The communication arts department needs Marvin 
| Pittman more than the art department. 
The communication arts department is sorely lacking 
SpaCe — more so than the art department.   The Foy 
| buildinghas four floors in its building. The communication 
arts has a trailer for a building and they don't even have 
I enough space to hold all of their classes in their own 
building. Instead they have to hold some of their classes 
I in the South Building. Art students don't have to walk to 
another building to attend class. 
The communication arts department   also lacks a 
proper theater for plays to be performed. They have a 
I black box theater, but it is not big enough to hold a large 
I group of people. Facilities Planning said that if funding 
| is available, there will be a black box theater added to the 
outside of Marvin Pittman. 
So communication arts can get their needed facilities 
only if funding is available while the art department gets 
a new ceramic and sculpture studio and other 
renovations? 
Why should the art department get Marvin Pittman 
when its needed more by communication arts who don't 
have proper classroom space and theater facilities? 
This means communication arts gets a location change 
to a building they will have to share with another 
department who was not lacking space in the first place. 
It's time for GSU to think about what students need 
land that time is now. 
Backtalk 
I Now you have a chance to "talk back" to The George- 
I Anne about whatever floats your boat. It's a quick, easy 
I way to write a mini-letter to the editor. Fill out this form 
l| and send it to Landrum Box 8001, or drop it by The 
| George-Anne office at Williams Center room 223. 
Name: ■ —  LB.: Phone: 
■ 
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Perfecting the art of cow dung in resume-writing 
Even if you were a high-school 
dropout with six illegitimate kids 
who's been in fired twice for steal- 
ing petty cash while working at 
various part-time fast food grills, 
you can make it look good on a 
resume. Believe me.. .just watch. 
"EDUCATION: Studied ex- 
tensively at Downwardly Mobile 
High School, Wichita, KS. Focus 
of education included home eco- 
nomics and sex education. 
WORK EXPERIENCE: 
Served as a chef at several pres- 
tigious restaurants in the 
Wichita area, specializing in 
American cuisine. Skills include 
efficient cooking and resource 
management. Currently unem- 
ployed due to transient status 
and family concerns. 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS: Suc- 
cessfully managed a six-member 
household over a period of sev- 
eral years by cutting costs, 
supplementing revenue and 
working within a $10,000 an- 
nual budget." 
Yes, this resume could defi- 
nitely be a winner. It just takes a 
little clever verbiage. 
Unfortunately for Jane Q. 
Burgerflipper of the preceding 
CHRISTOPHER COLE 
EDITOR 
example, she probably wouldn't 
have the first clue how to turn 
her pathetic life into such 
Pulitzer-winning stuff. 
That's because it takes a col- 
lege education to write a resume 
containing cow dung of that cali- 
bre and sophistication. 
Of late I have been preparing 
for my job* search. This includes 
the gratuitous task of updating 
my resume for all the world to 
see. It isn't an easy job, but I 
guarantee that by the time the 
finished product comes off the 
press, I will look like I need to be 
appointed the next ambassador 
to China. 
That's because I have learned 
over the years, mostly as a result 
of my college experience, how to 
take the most mundane and 
trivial aspects of life and make 
them sparkle like fool's gold. 
It really seems that in this 
image-conscious world of ours, 
than reality. The age of glitz and 
glitter has made substance and 
reality less important than gloss 
and fluff. That rule applies to the 
art of resume-writing, and even 
that girl with six kids can make 
herself sound half-competent. 
I was talking about this very 
same subject with Mandy Crews, 
our managing editor here at The 
George-Anne. Her personal 
theory was that resume-writing 
has become so full of cow dung 
simply because of what colllege 
does to you. 
We are bombarded with pa- 
pers, assignments and in-class 
activities on a daily basis. It be- 
gins in freshman English and it 
ends in a practicum. The (albeit 
justified) high-volume demands 
from professors put a strain on 
our young minds. 
And in response, students 
have learned how to turn some- 
thing of little substance into 
something that looks as impor- 
tant as Armageddon. They are 
trained over a period of four years 
in college, and to some extent in 
high school, how to put a pretty 
veneer on their own work. 
And that's mandatory skill for 
the occupational world. 
The ultimate foundation for 
the art of BS (and no, that's not 
Bachelor of Science) really is a 
college education. It gets ham- 
mered into our brains over time, 
mostly as a result of our criticial 
thinking skills. College has 
taught us how to change the na- 
ture, meaning and perspective 
of things, to the point that we 
find ourselves practicing these 
skills day in and day out. 
By the time we're ready to go 
out in the world, we know how to 
manipulate ideas and concepts. 
So much of the real world in- 
volves manipulation that we, as 
college graduates, are effective 
people. 
Thanks, college. We have to 
give you credit. You created us. 
We're more a menace to the world 
than Dr. Frankenstein's mon- 
ster. We will always be a reflec- 
tion of you. 
Happy trails. perception is far more important 
Black Awareness Month neglects the real solutions 
Over the past few days I have 
been pondering the term "black 
awareness." I observed that so- 
called affirmative action busi- 
nesses and institutions, have 
become so equal rights-aware 
that it is to good to be true. 
The whole thing is a fake. The 
commercialized world will do the 
best job this February that they 
can to please the masses and 
make all the people in America 
feel safe from any hassle of being 
called a racist. 
For example, the last few 
weeks I have noticed that HBO 
has made it clear that they are 
"black aware" by airing movies 
like "Malcolm X" and "The Color 
Purple." Granted, these are some 
of the best movies ever made, 
but why don't they show them in 
May or August? 
This shows me a lot about 
racism in America. I don't use 
the word racism meaning "hard 
core" racism. I'm talking about 
mainstream racism that is found 
every day in America that is 
subtle and often goes unnoticed. 
I am here to say that anyone 
who feels the racial bonding that 
is brought about by Black Aware- 
ness Month and feels that way 
only during Black Awareness 
Month is a complete moron. 
I tend to be very opinionated 
and biased. But not against 
people who don't look like me, 
and not towards people who don't 
have the same views as me. 
I am not prejudiced against 
any human who walks this earth, 
not even my enemies. The only 
thing on this earth that upsets 
me is ignorance. Nothing more, 
nothing less. 
I respect Martin Luther King 
Jr. as much as I respect Isaac 
MARCUS BENSON 
COLUMNIST 
Newton or Marie Curie. The rea- 
son I do is because they are all in 
the same league. They are the 
great geniuses of immortality. 
Their words and works will live 
as long as this age lives. 
Rev. Kingnever preached of a 
time when all men will hold the 
same jobs with the same pay. 
He never said blacks should 
go out and demand a better life 
from society. 
In the words of Albert 
Einstein, "Peace cannot be 
achieved through force, but only 
through knowledge and under- 
standing." 
When people who are from a 
different background, or a differ- 
ent culture, or mostly of a differ- 
ent color move in next door, or 
get a new job at your office in the 
desk adjacent to yours, respect 
them. 
WE'RE NOT ON THIS PLANET TO "ALL JUST GET 
ALONG." WE ARE HERE TO DO MORE THAN THAT. 
WE ARE HERE TO CARE FOR EACH OTHER AND 
TEACH EACH OTHER AND DREAM TOGETHER. 
He never told his listeners to 
go out and make a change in the 
government that would make 
men economically equal. 
What he did do was reach out 
to a tormented and frustrated 
minority to fight their anger with 
joy and hope for a better tomor- 
row through understanding and 
knowledge. 
What this world needs is re- 
spect. 
We don't all have to live in 
nice homes in the so-called 
middle class American suburbs. 
We don't all have to have the 
perfect job, with benefits, and a 
big Christmas bonus. All we have 
to do is respect each other. 
If you evaluate their whole 
attitude and nature before you 
even talk to them, or get to know 
them, you don't know what you're 
missing. 
If you are the boss, don't just 
hire people because they happen 
to be a minority. Hire them be- 
cause you like their style, or even 
just because you recognize their 
style, not because you have to fill 
your quota. 
Without respect we are never 
going to be able to help one an- 
other progress, not in this world, 
but rather as spirits who can 
teach one another to care. 
It all starts with respect. Re- 
spect breeds thoughtfulness. 
Thoughtfulness breeds caring. 
And caring breeds love. 
Love is the only thing that can 
save us from destroying our 
America and our world. 
Not a month set aside to fool 
us into thinking there is comfort 
in the hearts and minds in every 
white, black, Asian, Hispanic, 
majority, minority, Democrat, 
Republican, and inner-city vaga- 
bond on the planet. 
We're not on this planet to "all 
just get along." We are here to do 
more than that. 
We are here to care for each 
other and teach each other and 
dream together. 
We need to dream what Rev. 
King dreamed, "when men are 
not judged by the color of their 
skin, but by the content of their 
character." 
When we all can pull together 
and stop judging each other buy 
our looks, and start working on 
improving our character, only 
then can we walk down any street 
in America and fear no man. We 
will have no grudge against any 
man. Then we can all honestly 
say, "I hate no man, and no man 
hates me." 
If everyone today could just 
get a taste of what that world 
would be like, then they would 
know what paradise is. 
Rev. King was a man who had 
tasted paradise in his dreams. 
His work was for his fellow man, 
not just his black brothers. It 
makes me sad, and it shows me 
that we are going nowhere when 
his and many other great blacks' 
works are exploited every Feb- 
ruary. 
It would make me and many 
others very happy if their works 
lived year-round. 
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Your Opinion 
Faculty should 
share restrooms 
with students 
Editor, 
I believe some of the staff 
and faculty need to examine 
why they work at GSU. The 
student should be the first pri- 
ority. The student should not 
be treated like a second-rate 
citizen. This university would 
not exist without the $2,620 
that comes out of each 
student's pockets yearly. Think 
about this fact, because with- 
out our money your job would 
not exist. 
Within the matter of one 
week I have been told where to 
park, urinate, and what phones 
I could and could not use. I do 
not know how the African- 
American felt in the early to 
mid-1900s, and I do not pre- 
tend to know. However, I do 
not think the definition of dis- 
crimination has changed. Dis- 
crimination is "a showing of 
difference or favoritism in 
treatment" based on race, reli- 
gion, creed or class of people." 
Maybe the student is consid- 
ered a lower class human than 
the person who holds the 
mighty doctorate. But from my 
standpoint we are neither igno- 
rant nor low class. 
In the near future I would 
like to see all the bathroom 
signs that differentiate be- 
tween faculty and students re- 
moved. I do not believe your 
defacation is any better than 
mine. 
I would also like to know 
that if I need to use one of your 
"private use only" telephones, I 
will have no problem in doing 
so. Your "private" business 
seems to be mine as well. 
Thirdly, I want to be able to 
park on a first-come, first- 
served basis. I do not believe 
that a faculty or staff member 
who is paid by me, whether out 
of my pocket or by my yearly 
taxes, should have any better 
opportunity than I. 
Kevin Cloud 
Senior chemistry major 
More on issue of 
homosexuality 
Editor, 
I do not know whether you 
will print this, but I feel the 
need to respond to the "opin- 
ionated" editorial in the Jan. 
16 issue of The George-Anne 
("Homosexuality is a 'disease,'" 
letter by Sean Harrison). I am 
not a student at GSU but I did 
have the opportunity to read 
the article. 
I have to say that I am sick 
and tired of certain Bible-tot- 
ing, self-righteous, holier-than- 
thou, high and mighty 
southerners being so God-aw- 
ful judgmental! 
I grew up in the north and 
now live in New York, where 
there is plenty of homophobia 
to go around. However, as a 
gay person, I feel that my life 
is just a little bit safer in the 
area I live in because homo- 
sexuality is better accepted. 
It is people like yourself who 
spur on many of the people 
who beat, maim and kill people 
like myself. 
Maybe you do not agree with 
the homosexual lifestyle, but 
you cannot speak out against 
what you do not understand. I 
respect your decision to live by 
the Bible, but you must under- 
stand that God's word was 
translated by man and there- 
fore became the Bible, written 
by man the best way he knew 
how. Man is not infallible. 
Many of the sayings and 
preachings in the Bible hold 
true in today's society, but 
many do not. You must look 
beyond the shortcomings of 
man, and thus, the shortcom- 
ings of the Bible. 
As far as "homosexual activ- 
ity" being taught in the class- 
room, give me a break! All that 
is being taught to fourth grad- 
ers these days is tolerance for 
those who are different. It isn't 
like they are teaching "homo- 
sexual lovemaking 101," and 
it's certainly better than teach- 
ing violence and fear. 
Whatever happened to "love 
thy neighbor as thyself," or 
haven't you heard of that one? 
You need to loosen the Biblical 
noose that's cutting off the cir- 
culation to your brain! 
Rodele Thomas 
Green Island, N.Y. 
GSU needs to 
improve theatre 
accomodations 
Editor, 
Many years ago, people un- 
derstood what it meant to 
broaden their creative knowl- 
edge by experiencing new 
things, places and ideas. 
People would find pleasure in 
attending and participating in 
cultural activities for enter- 
tainment. 
At GSU, the theatre depart- 
ment produces at least one 
play in McCroan Auditorium 
every quarter. Often there are 
speakers, fashion shows and 
contests with no place to per- 
form. Students and faculty 
need to understand the impor- 
tance of a greater interest in 
the field of art. 
Fine and communication 
arts are what bring creativity 
and color to our culture. At- 
tending a play or art conven- 
tion relaxes and relieves stress 
and is much more fitting than 
the alternative: alcohol. Stu- 
dents are willing to add a dol- 
lar to athletics for intramural 
sports, but there has been no 
discussion about the possible 
funding of an art complex or 
theatre. 
On our campus, the music 
and arts department is 
cramped for space; not mention 
McCroan Auditorium was built 
many years ago before "talkies" 
(public speakers) were even 
around, Dr. Patty Pace says. 
Our school is able to build 
brick sidewalks and sprinkler 
systems. On the very same 
campus, actors, directors, and 
backstage crew work for 
months before the play, some- 
times for five to six hours a day 
in a theatre (which is not even 
a proper theatre) with no air 
conditioning. McCroan Audito- 
rium was not built, nor is it 
equipped, for performances 
with entertainment. 
Dr. Pace tells how core cur- 
riculum provides a choice be- 
tween art, music and theatre 
appreciation, but no emphasis 
on actually doing art in the 
classroom. 
Students need a place to ex- 
perience and participate in ac- 
tual "hands-on" artistic activi- 
ties; otherwise, they may not 
completely grasp the informa- 
tion. 
A prominent theologian 
said, "One of our most crucial 
points of education is to be- 
come knowledgeable in the cul- 
ture of our civilization." 
Participating in and follow- 
ing the field of arts can benefit 
anyone, because it can open 
their minds and broaden their 
perspectives to different and 
perhaps more creative ways of 
thinking. 
Rachael Andrews 
GSU student 
LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY 
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and 
guest columns from people both inside and outside the Georgia Southern 
University Community. All copy submitted should be typed (double-spaced, 
please), preferably on Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works 
format. All submissions must be signed and include a mailing address and 
phone number for verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any 
submission. There is no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to 
remain anonymous. However, it will be the editor's decision whether or not to 
print the name. Submissions are run on a space-available basis. 
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Upscale Consignment 
Tuesday is $10 Day 
See what's on special! 
STATESBORO 
JUNCTION 
406 Fair Rd. 
764-4450 
Tkies-Sat 
10 to 5:30 
Arby'S —GSU Sports Shorts 
Wednesday - 
Saturday - 
Sat. & Sun. • 
Monday - 
Tue. & Wed. 
Feb. 7, 7:30pm - Men's Basketball vs. VMI 
*Don't miss the Buffalo's Cafe half court shot and Hoppity - Hop 
race at halftime of all home basketball games ! 
Feb. 10, 7:30pm - Men's Basketball vs. Marshall 
Feb. 10 & 11, 1:30pm - Baseball vs. Jacksonville St. 
Feb. 12, 4:00pm - Baseball vs. Mercer 
Feb. 13 & 14, 4:00pm - Baseball vs. Georgia Tech 
Basketball Games Are Held In The Hanner Fieldhouse. 
Baseball is played at J.I. Clements Stadium. 
For Ticket information Call 1-800-GSU-WINS or 681 - 0123 
Redeem This Ad And Receive One Chicken Finger Meal At 
Arbv's For $2" 
REVISED GRADUATION SCHEDULE 
A revised schedule for June graduation has been announced due to changes in the Hanner 
Fieldhouse. In the fall, the University replaced the bleachers in Hanner Fieldhouse with chair- 
back seats, which somewhat reduced our seating capacity, but increased the comfort of our guests. 
The revised arrangements better serve the quality of hospitality we would like to extend. The only 
revision is that the Allen E. Paulson College of Science and Technology has been moved from 
Saturday, June 8th, to Sunday, June 9th, at 3:00 p.m. We apologize for any inconvenience 
caused by the rescheduled ceremony. However, we believe the change will offer a more enjoyable 
event for the families and friends of the graduates. The revised schedule is as follows: 
Saturday, June 8,1996 
11:00 am Ceremony - Hanner Fieldhouse 
Rehearsal 8:30 -10:00 am 
Line-up for Candidates   10:30 am 
Ceremony     11:00 am 
President's Reception for Graduates & Families, Russell Union Ballroom . . 2:00 - 3:30 pm 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
Master of Health Science 
Master of Recreation Administration 
Master of Science (Exercise Science, Sport Management) 
Master of Science in Nursing 
Bachelor of Science in Family and Consumer Sciences 
Bachelor of Science in Health Science 
Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Bachelor of Science in Recreation 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Master of Arts 
Master of Science (Criminal Justice, Psychology) 
Master of Fine Arts 
Master of Public Administration 
Bachelor of Arts (Majors not listed under BA degree in pm ceremony) 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Bachelor of Music 
Bachelor of Science (Majors not listed under BS degree in Sunday ceremony) 
Bachelor of Science in Justice Studies 
Interdisciplinary 
Bachelor of General Studies 
Saturday, June 8,1996 
8:30 pm Ceremony — Hanner Fieldhouse 
President's Reception for Graduates & Families, Russell Union Ballroom . . 2:00 - 3:30 pm 
Rehearsal 4:00 - 5:30 pm 
Line-up for Candidates  5:00 pm 
Ceremony   6:30 pm 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Doctor of Education 
Education Specialist 
Master of Education 
Master of Science for Teachers 
Bachelor of Science in Education 
Sunday, June 9,1996 
3:00 pm Ceremony — Hanner Fieldhouse 
Rehearsal 12:30 - 2:00 pm 
Line-up for Candidates  2:30 pm 
Ceremony   3:00 pm 
President's Reception for Graduates & Families, Russell Union Ballroom .. 5:00 - 6:00 pm 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Master of Business Administration 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
ALLEN E. PAULSON COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
Master of Science (Biology, Math) 
Master of Technology 
Bachelor of Arts (Biology, Chemistry, Math, Physics) 
Bachelor of Science (Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Math, Physics, Computer Science) 
Bachelor of Science in Biology 
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry 
Bachelor of Science in Mathematics 
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering Technology 
Bachelor of Science in Construction 
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Technology 
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering Technology 
Bachelor of Science in Manufacturing 
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Bachelor of Science in Printing Management 
Academic Affairs 
Vice President's Office 
Landrum Center Box 8022 
Georgia Southern University 
Sfafesboro, GA 30460 
=jfiF 912/681-5258   \^ Fax: 912/681-5279 
hscarter@GaSoU. edu 
E-mail: cblack@GaSoU.edu 
lvantassell@GaSoU. edu 
Geotge-Ajnu Q: Who has GSU played in men's basketball the most 
times? 
A: Mercer, 94 times. 
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FROM THE 
FAIRWAY 
RONNIE SWMORD 
Showtime 
returns 
What is the most exciting 
happening of the year in 
sports? 
Few people would argue 
that it is the return of Erving 
"Magic" Johnson. 
He brings some excitement 
to the NBA. 
It also gives people like me 
something to look forward to 
instead of just giving the sea- 
son to the Chicago Bulls. 
This year the NBA has been 
a sort of letdown. 
Everyone knew that the 
Bulls would be dominate, but 
few thought that they could go 
41-3, the best start in league 
history. 
And because of the fast start 
by Chicago, many people have 
given up on this season and 
given them the crown. 
But the return of Magic is 
something which people can 
look forward to. 
He is a showman who re- 
ally loves playing the game. 
When he walks out on the 
court the first thing you see is 
the smile that dominates his 
face. 
He has missed the game so 
much that for him to play 
again is just pure joy. 
Also; he is one of the few 
players that can carry a team 
for three weeks in May. 
He has done it a few times 
in the past, and he looks as if 
it is possible again. 
The question that many 
have is: will he be the same at 
36 as he was when he was 31? 
Maybe not, but unlike many 
players, 90 percent of his 
former skills are better than 
most other players' 100 per- 
cent. 
Others ask how his presence 
will affect Nick Van Exel, the 
young point guard of the Lak- 
ers. 
I think it will probably show 
him how the point position is 
supposed to be played. 
Van Exel is a good young 
player, but he can only benefit 
from Magic's presence. 
Another question that is, 
raised is how can Magic play 
point guard at 250 pounds? 
He never really played point 
guard; he was the point man of 
the offense, but on defense he 
usually played against the 
small forward, or in some cases 
the power forward. 
He can still do those things 
and be effective, but he will 
have to improve his post de- 
fense. 
If you remember, he had to 
play center in his first NBA 
Finals because Kareem was 
injured. 
And as a rookie he did 
pretty well. 
But the leadership and his 
teaching on the court will be 
the biggest advantage of hav- 
ing him back. 
He makes everyone better. 
When he is on the court with 
Vlade Divac, he is constantly 
motioning Divac where to go. 
He knows enough about the 
game to be a coach, and in this 
new big-man role he will be 
able to learn the other side of 
the game on offense. 
But the biggest impact that 
his return will have is to show 
that people who are HIV-posi- 
tive are just like they were be- 
fore, except they are infected. 
He is still the same Magic, 
and let's hope that come June, 
he and Mike will be seeing 
more of each other. 
Eagles skewered by Paladins, 80-38 
By Mike Davis 
Senior Staff Writer 
Despite coming into Wednes- 
day night's game with only two 
wins on their record, GSU's 80- 
38 loss to Furman contrasted 
any style of Eagle play seen this 
season. 
The sluggish and out-of-fo- 
cused Eagles suffered the school's 
lowest scoring game since the 
29-25 win over Armstrong Jun- 
ior College (now Armstrong 
State) back in 1946. And at the 
same time giving Furman their 
biggest margin of victory since 
1955. 
"I'm embarrassed," Coach 
Gregg Polinsky said after the 
loss, which further damaged the 
first-year head coach's record to 
2-16. 
"I told the guys in the locker 
room that I would love to pay 
everybody back who paid for a 
ticket, because we cheated them. 
I apologize to the fans and ap- 
preciate them even being there." 
GSU's first points came when 
Ryan Parker nailed a three- 
pointer early to cut the lead to 
two, but then, the Eagles were 
held scoreless for the following 
nine minutes. 
All at the same time, Furman 
was building a mammoth lead 
behind star Bubba Smith, who 
finished with a game high 17 
GSU guard Ryan Parker trying to bring ball up the court. 
File Photo 
points while playing just five 
minutes in the second half. Smith 
hit four of the six Paladin treys 
in the beginning period and fin- 
ished with a perfect 4-4 shooting 
night from beyond the arch. 
The Paladin starters, who fin- 
ished the game with a combined 
total of 45 points, seven more 
than GSU's team total, opened 
up an 18-point lead prior to Johna 
Seays lay-up which gave the 
Eagles their second score of the 
game. 
Once again, the Paladin de- 
fense put the Eagles into an- 
other dryspell, disallowing them 
to score for another five minutes. 
Before Jeff Cliett connected on a 
three-point play, Furman had 
put together a 35-6 run, leaving 
the Eagles hoping for the half to 
end. 
"The first ten minutes, we kind 
Magic and Michael together again 
By Wendy Lane 
The Associated Press 
INGLEWOOD, Calif. — As 
he watches Magic Johnson run 
up and the down the court dur- 
ing practice, Lakers coach Del 
Harris can't help feeling a little 
self-congratulatory. 
After all, he reasons, how 
many other coaches could con- 
vince a part-owner of a team to 
sell his share, suit up and go to 
work for him as a sixth man? 
"Hey, it's happening," Harris 
said, laughing. "It could be a real 
first in motivational history, and 
I expect to hit the circuit big- 
time this summer to let people 
know how you go about getting 
your boss to sell out and work for 
you." 
Less than a week after getting 
a three-time MVP and five-time 
NBA champion to join his team, 
Harris is learning what Pat Riley 
learned before him. With a player 
as versatile as Johnson on your 
team, the coaching possibilities 
are endless. 
"It's exciting. It's thrilling," 
Harris said. "It emphasizes to 
me how different the game of 
basketball can be on a daily ba- 
sis. You hear people say, Oh, it's 
the same game. There's nothing 
new.' And yet I have never seen 
two games alike, and have never 
coached two games alike. 
"When you get a guy 
like this out here, af- 
ter 30-some 
years of 
do- 
the sud- 
there are 
new vi- 
m o r e 
you can do 
never 
fore. 
this, 
all of 
den 
just 
sions, 
things 
that you 
could do be- 
"What 
the game is 
unique and 
ing abilities 
changes 
the 
astound- 
of these players." 
Harris was hired to coach the 
Lakers before the start of the 
1994-95 season, leadingthe team 
to a 48-34 record and earning 
himself the coach of the year 
award. 
The man he succeeded was 
none other than Johnson, who 
went 5-11, finishing out the 1993- 
94 season after Randy Pfund was 
fired. 
Johnson appears to have got- 
ten coaching out of his system, 
seeming content to let Harris 
run the show. 
"Del's doing a great job," 
Johnson said. 
As early as when he was first 
hired, Harris knew there was a 
strong possibility he'd be coach- 
ing Johnson at some point. The 
question was merely when. 
When the time came that 
Johnson was strongly consider- 
ingreturning, Harris was among 
the Lakers personnel who ap- 
pealed to Johnson to resume his 
playing career. 
Finally, on Monday, Johnson 
signed a contract and went to 
work for Harris. 
Even with just a handful of 
practices with Johnson, Harris 
is sure having Johnson around 
will make him a better coach. 
'The new guy's doing all right," 
he said. 
of created a flow of the game," 
Smith said. "We just got in a 
groove offensively, and also 
played good defense. But they 
missed a lot of shots and we just 
ran away with it." 
Tired and physically worn 
down, possibly from their recent 
two-game road trip, the Eagles 
started the secondhalf in the 
same fashion as they ended the 
first. 
Still lacking concentration, 
GSU dished up 14 of their 26 
turnovers in the secondhalf, with 
12 of them coming in the first 10 
minutes. 
With all Furman starters out, 
back-ups Will Coles and Troy 
McCoy led the attack for the rest 
of the game. 
Coles finished with eight 
points and two blocks while 
McCoy also finished with eight 
points with three boards. 
"I thought the first seven or 
eight minutes set the tone for the 
game," Furman coach Joe 
Cantafio said of his team, who 
after being humiliated by 
Marshall two days earlier, put 
themselves back into contention 
in the Southern Conference's 
south division. 
"We played great defense and 
hit all our open three-pointers. 
We just played a pretty consis- 
tent game and at the same time, 
took them out of their offense." 
Off 26 GSU turnovers, in 
which every member of the 
Eagles finished with at least one, 
Furman scored 32 points, almost 
half of their game-ending total of 
80. 
Every Paladin player scored, 
handing GSUits worst home- 
loss in school history. 
"There is no excuse for this 
effort," senior Dave Coradini 
said. 
"You've got to give Furman 
credit, because they dominated 
us from start to finish. But we've 
been having good games and 
practices. This is a major let- 
down for us and for our fans. 
There is no way we should lose 
by this much, to any team." 
In search of positive things, 
there were no obvious injuries 
reported, and GSU walk-on Chris 
Mason scored his first points in 
an Eagle uniform. 
He finished with two. 
"I don't understand how we 
could play like this," Polinsky 
said. "I majored in secondary 
education, not psychology." 
"It was just a total lack of 
concentration. But I will say this: 
We might not win, but we will 
continue to practice hard. These 
guys will develop character, and 
if this is not for them, they can 
come see me." 
Braves make deals to 
keep young players 
The Associated Press 
ATLANTA—The Atlanta 
Braves agreed to terms of one- 
year contracts Wednesday with 
catcher Joe Ayrault, pitcher Joe 
Borowski, infielder Tony 
Graffanino and outfielder Won- 
derful Monds. 
Ayrault, 24, hit .245 with 
seven home runs and 42 RBIs at 
Class AA Greenville last year; 
Graffanino, 23, hit. 190 with four 
homers and 17 RBIs in 50 games 
at Triple-A Richmond and 
Monds, 23, hit .279 with sixhom- 
ers and 33 RBIs at Class A 
Durham. 
Borowski, 24, was acquired 
along with pitcher Rachaad 
Stewart in the Dec. 17 trade that 
sent Kent Mercker to the Balti- 
more Orioles. Borowski had a 2- 
2 record, seven saves and a 3.92 
ERA at Class AA Bowie, a 1-3 
mark with six saves and a 4.04 
ERA at Triple A Rochester and a 
1.23 ERA without a decision dur- 
ing a stint with the Orioles. 
ATLANTA —The Atlanta 
Braves said Thursday that single 
home-game tickets for the 1996 
season go on sale Feb. 10. 
Season tickets for the upcom- 
ing season are also still available 
and can be purchased at the 
Braves 1996 Open House on Feb. 
10, the Braves said. 
Individual game ticket prices 
range from $5 each for the Upper 
Pavilion Level to $20 for Club 
Level seats. 
ATLANTA—The Atlanta 
Braves have worked out a one- 
year contract with second 
baseman Mark Lemke for $1.5 
million, avoiding arbitration. 
It leaves Atlanta with only 
pitchers Steve Avery and Mark 
Wohlers seeking arbitration. 
Lemke, who hit .253 last year 
with five homers and 38 RBI, 
had sought $1.9 million. The 
Braves had offered $1.25 mil- 
lion, the same amount he made 
last season. 
In his six-year major league 
career, Lemke hit .247 with 25 
homers and 200 RBI. He was 
Atlanta's 25th choice in the 1983 
draft. 
Avery is seeking $4.2 million 
and the team has offered $3.5 
million. Wohlers is seeking $ 1.65 
million and the Braves have of- 
fered $1,175 million. 
Musselman has made the rounds for a coach 
By Ken Berger 
The Associated Press 
MOBILE, Ala. — Bill 
Musselman got his first major 
coaching job the same week his 
boyhood buddy, Bob Knight, got 
hired at Indiana. Since that sum- 
mer of 1971, their stories could 
not be more different. 
Knight, of course, is still stalk- 
ing the sideline at Indiana. 
Musselman has changed jobs 
more than a dozen times, even 
changed professions. Now the 
head coach at the University of 
South Alabama, Musselman is a 
study of a man obsessed with 
coaching - and with proving his 
way can work. 
"I never want to be anything 
but a coach," Musselman said. 
'The thing I love is that I can 
prepare for hours." 
Musselman's coaching resume 
contains 12 entries, not includ- 
ing high school jobs: Ashland 
College, University of Minnesota, 
San Diego Sails, Virginia 
Squires, Reno Bighorns, Cleve- 
land Cavaliers, Sarasota Sting- 
ers, Tampa Bay-Rapid City 
Thrillers, Albany Patroons, Min- 
nesota Timberwolves, Rochester 
Renegades and now South Ala- 
bama, a Sun Belt Conference 
school in the Gulf Coast city of 
Mobile. 
ing called again. 
He was hired at the Univer- 
sity of Minnesota the same week 
Knight went from West Point to 
Bloomington, Ind. On the way to 
their new jobs, the Ohio natives 
ran into each other at the air- 
. port. 
said smugly. 
Musselman took over the ex- 
pansion team in 1989 and tried 
to assemble a winner quickly. 
Doing so, he reasoned, would 
require importing tested players 
who didn't need to be taught 
much. 
"I GOT A PLAQUE, HERE, I'VE GOT IT RIGHT HERE. IT SAYS, 
'CONGRATULATIONS FOR SURVIVING THE MINNESOTA TIMBERWOLVES' 1989- 
90 SEASON.'" 
-SOUTH ALABAMA HEAD COACH BILL MUSSELMAN 
All told, Musselman has 
coached in high school, two col- 
lege levels and four professional 
leagues. 
One team, the Sails of the 
ABA, folded after only 11 games 
in 1975-76 (Musselman was 3- 
8). 
He was hired later that year 
by the Virginia Squires of the 
same league, then went into real 
estate until 1978, when coach- 
A few months later, they 
coached their first BigTen games 
against each other. 
The story of how Musselman 
got from one job to the next sur- 
passes the extent of his travels. 
Take his last NBA job, for in- 
stance. As Musselman tells the 
story, he was fired by the Minne- 
sota Timberwolves for the most 
bizarre reason. 
"I won too much," Musselman 
So he went to what he knew- 
the CBA. 
Musselman brought in sup- 
posedly used up goods like Sidney 
Lowe. Minnesota won a respect- 
able 22 games, the most by the 
four expansion teams that sea- 
son. 
"I got a plaque," Musselman 
said. "Here, I've got it right here. 
It says, 'Congratulations for sur- 
viving        the        Minnesota 
Timberwolves' 1989-90 season.'" 
The Wolves improved the next 
year, winning 29 games. 
"We were going uphill with 
that team," Musselman said. 
But the coach's strategy didn't 
sit well with Timberwolves man- 
agement, which feared 
Musselman was building a team 
that was not good enough to make 
the playoffs, yet not bad enough 
to get any lottery picks. 
So they fired him. 
"They wanted more ping-pong 
balls," Musselman said. 
Ironically, while ending up 
with two lottery picks — Chris- 
tian Laettner and J.R. Rider— 
the Timberwolves have not 
equaled Musselman's win total 
since he left. 
Minnesota has won 15,19, 20 
and 21 games the last four sea- 
sons. This year, the "Wolves are 
11-29. 
Musselman's specialty is 
breaking down the opponent's 
weakness, finding the slightest 
hole in each player's game. V 
■ 
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FCA supports student 
with bowling tournament 
By Stacy demons 
Features Editor 
Do you like to bowl? If so, you 
can take part in a program that 
includes both bowling and at 
the same time helps to raise 
money for a worthy cause. 
The Fellowship of Christian 
Athletes, a non-profit organiza- 
tion, will be holding a bowling 
tournament to raise money for a 
GSU student to further his 
studies. 
'We are trying to raise 
money to support a young man 
who is going to Russia in July 
for one year as a missionary," 
said Kristin Young, the public 
relations chairman for the Fel- 
lowship of Christian Athletes. 
The group feels that their 
support of this program is a 
good idea. 
"He [the student] has to raise 
approximately $22,300 and so 
far, he has raised about half ... 
as his friends, we are helping 
him to raise the remaining 
cost," Young said. 
The idea of organizing a 
bowling tournament came 
about through Terry Hand, the 
activities chairman for FCA. 
"He is a very good bowler and 
has orchestrated several bowl- 
ing tournaments and he knows 
they can be very effective," said 
Young. 
"THIS IS A NON- 
PROFIT ORGANIZATION 
RAISING MONEY 
STRICTLY TO SEND 
THIS YOUNG MAN TO 
RUSSIA." 
— KRISTIN YOUNG 
PUBLIC RELATIONS CHAIRMAN 
Participants can enter a 4- 
person team at $40 a team. An 
additional fee of $25 is needed 
for any group consisting of up 
to an additional three teams. 
'We are directing this event 
toward church youth groups and 
college students," Young said. 
"No professional teams can en- 
ter." 
Door prizes will be awarded: 
First place - $300, second place - 
$100 and third place - $40. 
Those who do not want to en- 
ter a team and still want to sup- 
port the student may make pri- 
vate donations. 
"Private donations are wel- 
comed," Young said. "This is a 
non-profit organization raising 
money strictly to send this 
young man to Russia." 
Sea Island Bank of 
Statesboro is sponsoring the 
event, which will be held Feb. 
17 at 9 p.m. at the Harvest Lane 
Bowling Center on Highway 
301. 
"Any amount would be won- 
derful," Young said. 
"If it's $100 that's great and 
if it's $1,000 that would be even 
wonderful." 
Anyone interested in coming 
to future FCA meetings may do 
so Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Marvin Pittman Methodist 
Church across the street from 
the GSU campus. 
For more information con- 
cerning thebowlingtournament, 
contact Kristin Young at 871- 
2558 or Terry Hand at 871-5275. 
Cinema Arts Program brings 
acciaimed fiims to GSU 
By Shanika Glynn 
Staff Writer 
The Cinema Arts program of 
GSU is presentingits latest film, 
"A Room With A View," on Jan. 
30 in the Union Ballroom. 
The Cinema Arts Program was 
started in 1983 and, according to 
Tomasz Warchol, associate di- 
rector of the program, it has 
grown throughout the years as a 
result of the cooperative efforts 
of supportive faculty, staff and 
students. 
"The original idea was, be- 
cause we live in a rural area, to 
bring in films that are normally 
not available to students or the 
community," Warchol said. 
Warchol said the Cinema Arts 
program puts careful thought 
into what movies are shown. 
"The films are usually inter- 
nationally recognized for their 
intellectual content or artistic 
expression," Warchol said. 
He admits that some of the 
program's films are controver- 
sial. 
However, because Cinema 
Arts is not directly affiliated 
with the university, the school is 
neither in charge of nor respon- 
sible for what is shown. 
"Some [films] actually gener- 
ated protest from parents in the 
past... [but] the whole idea is to 
stir minds, reexamine values, 
and experience the films emo- 
tionally," Warchol said. 
He considers the cinema arts 
program program an asset to 
the school and surrounding com- 
munity. 
"The films give students an 
opportunity to experience films 
they wouldn't ordinarily see," 
Warchol said. 
"A Room With A View" will be 
shown at 4:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. 
Admission is $2.00. 
Saddle up with the GSU Equestrian Club 
The Walt Disney World College Program offers 
ambitious students a uniquejopportunity to experience 
"the magical world of Disney" 
from the inside. You'll be part of a top-notch team 
all working toward the same goal of a spectacular 
guest experience! 
Representative? will be on campus to answer all your questions 
concerning the Walt Disney World College Program. 
Interviewing: All Majors! Positions available throughout theme parks and resorts; 
attractions, food & beverage, merchandise, lifeguarding, and many others! 
Presentation Date:   February 7,1996 
Time: 6:00 p.m. 
Location: Russell Union, Room 247 
For More Information Contact: Bill Becker, (912) 68i-:5*62 
The Equestrian Club is accepting new members who meet the club's requirements. 
Special Photo 
By Lynn Thielmann 
Staff Writer 
GSU has given students yet 
another choice for campus in- 
volvement with the addition of 
the equestrian club. 
The club was actually started 
in the fall of 1993, when a group 
of seven horse lovers decided to 
form what is now one of GSU's 
most award-winning clubs. 
Now, three years later, the 
organization has grown to 14 
members and is consistently 
rated as reserve team champi- 
ons, which is a great honor for 
horse riding teams. 
Because the school supplies 
horses for competitions, the 
events are judged on the rider's 
form as opposed to the perfor- 
mance of the horse and the 
rider. 
"Every quarter we usually 
lose a few riders because of 
money or grades," said Betsy 
Fagen, team captain. 
The group meets twice a 
week for one hour at Wolf Pen 
Farms, which is owned by Su- 
san McGlamery, who also sup- 
plies the club with the horses 
and equipment. 
"We could always use more 
riders," Fagen said. "It doesn't 
matter if they are experienced 
or not." 
In order to join the club, stu- 
dents must have   a minimum 
2.00 GPA. 
The club's dues include riding 
instructions as well as rental and 
club fees. 
Because of limited money, 
the team will compete about 
five times per quarter against 
teams such as Florida State, 
University of Florida, Wesleyan 
College and the College of 
Charleston, which manages to 
remain the team to beat. 
"We will be holding our first 
of many competitions at Wolf 
Pen Farms on May 3," Fagen 
said. 
"All students, faculty and 
staff are invited to attend." 
Thanks to you, all sorts of everyday 
products are being made from the 
paper, plastic, metal and glass that 
you've been recycling. 
But to keep recycling working to 
help protect the environment, you 
need to buy those products. 
CRI Basketball Results 
Men's and Women's Residence Halls 
■ ..  ,.:■....■■■    .■■:.,... ..    .    v 
By Stacy demons 
Features Editor 
Now that Super Bowl XXX 
has been recorded in the 
sport's history books, GSU 
students can focus on more lo- 
cal sports events. 
If the GSU varsity sports 
are not your idea of entertain- 
ment, then maybe the Campus 
Recreation and Intramurals' 
basketball season might be 
what you are looking for. 
In its second week, both the 
men's and women's dorms have 
been busy with the start of the 
1996 season. I 
Here are the results for the 
I early part of the men's dorms 
!season. 
Jan. 18 results: G-56 started 
the season off with a 20-point 
blow-out of the Southern Crew. 
It was an early season barn- 
burner as Olliffs BigO squeaked 
past the Fab 5 in a 39-38 final. 
The Oxford Bomb Squad gave 
Dorman's True Playaz an open- 
ing season loss. V   ¥/ 
JaW 25 results: G-56 in- 
creased its record to 2-0 as they 
beat Fab 5 in a 52-49 final. The 
" Dorman's True Playaz took 
revenge for their opening sea- 
son loss as they put away the 
Southern Crew 41-34. The 
Oxford Bomb Squad took its 
undefeated streak into the 
third week as they blew past 
Olliffs Big O 51-28. 
Next week the women's 
dorms results from the past 
three weeks and the men's 
third week results should be 
available. 
Continue reading The 
George-Anne for further re- 
sults. 
« 
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So look for products made from 
recycled materials, and buy them. It 
would mean the world to all of us. 
To receive a free brochure, write 
Buy Recycled, Environmental Defense 
Fund, 257 Park Ave. South, New York, 
NY 10010, or call 1-800-CALL-EDF. 
91 TMa PuMicalfcm 
ENVIRONMENTAL! 
fiCQA DEFENSE 
\7tnH FUND I 
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Museum displays African artwork 
for Black Awareness Month 
G^orge-Amie 
By Renee Hurston 
Staff Writer 
In honor of Black Awareness 
Month, the GSU Museum is cel- 
ebrating the cultural heritage of 
the Gullah and Sierra Leone col- 
lection by displaying African 
artifacts. 
The art exhibit is an annual 
event held in February. 
The Gullah and Sierra Leone 
are descendants of Africans who 
were brought to coastal Georgia 
between 1700 and 1800. 
The art workshop explores the 
language, crafts, food, music, folk 
tales and other artwork of the 
Gullah and Sierra Leone people. 
Participants in the art ex- 
hibit include middle and high 
school students from Bulloch 
County and surrounding areas. 
'The students' artwork has to 
be connected with Black History 
Month,"       said       Cynthia 
Humphrey, 
educator. 
Some of 
the museum's art 
the art work dis- 
"THE STUDENT'S 
ARTWORK HAS TO BE 
CONNECTED WITH 
BLACK HISTORY 
MONTH." 
— CYNTHIA HUMPHREY 
MUSEUM ART EDUCATOR 
played includes weaving, paper 
craft, fiber art, scupltures, pot- 
tery and masks. 
There will also be art work 
known as mixed media, which is 
any artwork made from differ- 
ent materials such as buttons, 
glitter or yarn. 
All of the artwork has some 
form of African background. 
The colors vary from bright 
orange to red, green and purple. 
"All the art work must con- 
tain bright vivid colors," said 
Stephanie Durrence, a graduate 
assistant for the exhibit. 
Although the students should 
be rewarded for their talent, the 
exhibit is not a competition, 
Humphrey said. 
"The exhibit is not a contest, 
but there will be a reception on 
the opening day for the stu- 
dents and their parents," says 
Humphrey. 
The exhibit will be displayed 
beginning Feb. 10 and will last 
until March 3. 
The exhibit is open to the pub- 
lic from 9 a.m. to 5p.m. Monday 
- Friday and 2 p.m . to 5 p.m. on 
Sundays. 
Former 'Saturday Night Live' 
regular stars in 'Black Sheep' 
'Savannah' not another 'Melrose Place J 
By Lynn Elber 
The Associated Press 
LOS ANGELES — Go ahead 
and tag the new drama "Savan- 
nah" as "Dynasty" with a Geor- 
gia drawl. 
Call it a magnolia-scented 
"Melrose Place," however, and 
Aaron Spelling takes exception. 
"Melrose" on Fox and "Savan- 
nah" (airing tonight on The WB 
network at 9 p.m. EST) both are 
from the Spelling stable — but 
the similarity ends there, says 
the prolific television producer. 
"I guess it reminds me a little 
bit of a younger 'Dynasty1 and a 
little bit of'Gone with the Wind,' 
" circa 1996, Spelling said. 
There's no family resemblance 
to "Melrose Place," he insists. 
"We're not going to go as over- 
board in the (WB) show as 
'Melrose,' which is part of the fun 
of'Melrose.'You don't know what 
to expect out of those people 
next," said Spelling. " 'Savan- 
nah' is more grounded in reality. 
"If someone gets hurt roman- 
tically on 'Melrose Place,' they'll 
meet somebody the following 
week," he adds. "It doesn't work 
that way on 'Savannah.' The pain 
continues." 
Pain for the good citizens of 
"Savannah" can mean pleasure 
for serial drama fans. That's how 
it was on Spelling's lavish "Dy- 
nasty," about the campy misad- 
ventures of the very rich. 
Wealth also plays a role in 
"Savannah," although the have- 
nots vie with the haves for atten- 
tion. 
The drama focuses on three 
young Southern women, child- 
hood friends Reese Burton (Sh- 
annon Sturges), Peyton Richards 
(Jamie Luner) and Lane 
McKenzie (Robyn Lively). 
Reese is the rich kid who has 
wanted for nothing. Peyton, the 
daughter of the Burton family 
housekeeper, grew up envying 
Legendary dancer and director 
Gene Kelly dies at the age of 83 
By Deborah Hastings 
The Associated Press 
LOS ANGELES - He was 
charming, self-made and witty. 
But more than anything, his 
friends said, the man could 
dance. 
Gene Kelly, who died Friday 
at age 83, "once told me dancing 
was a man's game, as much of a 
sport as baseball itself," said 
LizaMinnelli, whose mother, 
Judy Garland, co-starred with 
Kelly in his 1942 film debut 
"For Me and My Gal." 
"He changed our minds and 
suddenly, all of America wanted 
to dance just like Gene Kelly," 
Minnelli said. 
And it was, indeed, a differ- 
ent style. Athletic, impish, and 
down-to-earth, Kelly made 
dance history by sashaying 
with a lamp post in "Singin' In 
the Rain." 
"I know one thing. For the 
rest of my life, whenever it rains, 
I will think of him and smile," 
said Minnelli. 
Debbie Reynolds said Kelly 
was her mentor. 
"He made me a star with 
'Singin' In the Rain.' He taught 
me how to dance and how to 
work hard, to be dedicated and 
yet still loving, as he was to his 
family and friends," she said. 
Shirley MacLaine said sim- 
ply, "I'm sad for us, happy for 
heaven." 
Dancer Ben Vereen studied 
Kelly's movies, and considered 
the Irishman's routines classic. 
"Watching them today, as a 
performer, is like going to school 
with a great teacher." Vereen 
said. 
But Kelly also showed some- 
thing else "that you could take 
charge of every facet of your ca- 
reer. He was a consummate 
entertainerand innovator," 
Vereen said. 
Besides dancing, Kelly cho- 
reographed and directed as well. 
"We lost a giant, one of the 
most multi-faceted friends I 
knew," said comedian Milton 
Berle. "He had all the ingredi- 
ents of an icon. He performed, 
he acted, he sang, he danced, 
produced, directed. He did ev- 
erything." 
Former first lady Nancy 
Reagan, who was once a con- 
tract actress with MGM, remem- 
bers Kelly as a colleague and 
good friend. 
"There wasn't anything he 
couldn't do and do well," Mrs. 
Reagan said. "He made you be- 
lieve that Hollywood really was 
a magical place. Ronnie and I 
enjoyed every movie Gene made, 
but one of our all-time favorites 
has to be 'An American in Paris.'" 
Daily Variety columnist Army 
Archerd knew Kelly for 50years. 
"He's irreplaceable. He's what 
the word 'legend' means. His 
dancing style, his direction, his 
choreography, left a memory 
that can just best be described 
as Gene Kelly," Archerd said. 
Kelly's mark was felt far be- 
yond Hollywood. 
In his native state of Pennsyl- 
vania, Terrie Cwik remembers 
taking dancing lessons from a 
young college grad whom ev- 
eryone adored in Johnstown. 
"He was a very handsome 
young man, and all the girls 
had a crush on him," Mrs. Cwik 
said. It was the mid-1980s and 
Mrs. Cwik was 11 or 12 years 
old, she said. 
"He was a typical Irishman. 
Lot of good humor and wit," 
she recalled. "He had a nick- 
name for everybody. Some- 
times IwasTerrible-Terrie-the- 
Turk. He was a friend to every- 
body. 
"We thought he was wonder- 
ful." 
her friend's plush life. The level- 
headed Lane is a would-be ca- 
reer woman dogged by bad luck. 
Reese has a bit of bad luck 
herself, with a new husband who 
isn't what he appears. Other im- 
postors on "Savannah" include 
con man Tom Massick (Paul 
Satterfield) and his partner in 
crime Veronica (BethToussaint). 
Love, larceny and even mur- 
der figure in the series, which 
quickly introduces plot twists 
and twisted characters to snare 
viewers. 
The Associated Press 
LOS ANGELES -Chris 
Farley's parochial school teach- 
ers didn't appreciate his earliest 
attempt at humor, but that only 
encouraged him. 
"I'll never forget that first 
laugh," said Farley, who displays 
his hyperactive brand of physi- 
cal comedy in his new film, "Black 
Sheep." 
'The nun came over to my 
desk to yell at me for something 
and I said, 'Gee, your hair smells 
terrific,' like in that commercial," 
said Farley, 31. 
"Well, all the kids laughed 
hysterically, and it was like a 
revelation." 
The performer, who rose to 
popularity during his five-year 
stint on "Saturday Night Live," 
teams up with former "SNL" co- 
star David Spade in "Black 
Sheep.'The duo appeared in last 
year's "Tommy Boy." 
Farley, who as a teen-ager 
idolized comedians like John 
Belushi, said he wants to main- 
tain perspective on the comedic 
persona that has brought him 
success and remembers some 
advice from "SNL" creator Lome 
Michaels. 
"Although I love this kind of 
comedy, sometimes I feel trapped 
by always having to be the most 
outrageous guy in the room," he 
said. "In particular, I'm working 
on trying not to be that guy in my 
private life. 
Lome told me that that's what 
killed Belushi more than any- 
thing else." 
LOS ANGELES - House 
Speaker Newt Gingrich gets to 
do something Dan Quayle and 
other Republicans only dream 
about: butt heads with Murphy 
Brown on TV. 
Gingrich plays himself on the 
Candice Bergen sitcom in a scene 
where he confronts the brassy 
TV journalist backstage after she 
mocks him at a Washington 
roast. 
No stranger to workingin front 
of TV cameras, Gingrich is sched- 
uled to tape his part Tuesday 
during a Lbs Angeles visit for 
Ronald Reagan's 85th birthday 
party, CBS said Friday. No 
broadcast date was announced. 
"Murphy Brown" has had less 
friendly brushes with politicians. 
In 1992, the series shot back at 
then Vice President Quayle af- 
ter he condemned Murphy's un- 
wed motherhood. 
Weekly. "But I learned to not 
care so much." 
Now after a few years of 
tracking aliens, mutants and 
other assortedparanormal mys- 
teries, Anderson is developing 
her own following. 
It was evident at an "X-Files" 
convention recently in Los Ange- 
les, where she received a thun- 
derous ovation, and later fielded 
a familiar question: 
How come her co-star gets all 
the magazine covers? 
Rather than defer politely, she 
spoke up for herself. 
"Maybe it's my time now," she 
says in the magazine's Feb. 9 
issue, which features her on the 
cover. 
NEW YORK - Gillian Ander- 
son is starting to get her share of 
recognition for the show that 
launched co-star David 
Duchovny to quick fame. 
The actress who plays skepti- 
cal FBI scientist Dana Scully 
opposite Duchovny"s conspiracy- 
mad Fox Mulder in "The X-Files" 
admits the lopsided press ini- 
tially bothered her. 
"At first I felt like: This is our 
show. It wasn't just his show," 
Anderson tells Entertainment 
NEW YORK- China's lead- 
ing actress Gong Li is known for 
her feminist roles, so it's no sur- 
prise she says sexist Hollywood 
can wait. 
"Up to now, I haven't seen any 
interesting parts," she says in 
the March issue of Premiere 
magazine. 
"If you want me to be a 'hua 
ping* (literally 'flower vase,' or 
'bimbo') in a movie dominated by 
men — why would I bother? 
There are plenty of films I 
could do in China." 
The 30-year-old actress' cred- 
its include "Raise the Red Lan- 
tern," "The Story of Qiu Ju," "Ju 
Dou" and most recently the pos- 
sible Academy Award contender 
"Shanghai Triad." 
JuSt in caSe 
you decide to buy 
the books 
this Semester. 
VISA 
UPWS 
It's everY^ere 
-you AA/artt to be: 
3 Visa U.S.A. Inc. 199S 
Glorge-Anne 
Today's Quote 
"Whatever women do they must 
do twice as well as men to be 
thought half as good. Luckily, 
this is not difficult." 
» Charlotte Whitton 
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Crossword 101 
M Wooden Ya' Know" By Gerry Frey 
ACROSS 
1 Helper 
5 Storage place 
10 Pitcher 
14 Mischeivous child 
15 Word before row 
16 Solo 
17 Vermont sight 
19 Work hard 
20 Mr. Onassis 
21 Ireland 
22 Seedy 
24 Fender bender 
26 Protest demos 
28 Barcelona cheers 
30 deal 
33 Major  
36 Charlie Brown's friend 
38 Poet's before 
39 N. Y Times Publisher 
40 " or wasn't it" 
41 Nice idea 
1 2      3 
4 1 5       6      7 8      9           ■ 10 LI     12     13 14 IS I" 17 18 I19 
20 
24 
■ ■ 23 
25 K 27 
33 34     3: 
■ 28 
■ 36     3' 
■ 30 
i 
31     32 
38 
39 
42 
■ 40 _P" ■ 43 ■ 44 
43 46 1 ■ 47     48 ■ 4! > 5( ■ ' 52     53     54 
55 56 ■ 1     58 ■ 59 
60 1 
61     62 63 
64 . ■ 66 
67 68 1" 
42 N.Z. native 5 Venerate 
43 Earl         Hines 6 Rip 
44 Actor Welles 7 Records 
45 Clique 8 Switz. neighbor 
47 French city 9 Follows horse or water 
49 African antelopes 10 Singer John & others 
51 Cuddle 11 Lumber storage areas 
55 Stations 12 Oklahoma city 
57 Thin Man's dog 13 Depend 
59 Sib for one 18 Fast dances 
60 Leaning 23 Goes quickly 
61 Wyoming's state tree 25 Digits 
64 Hue 27 Ancient Greek citizen 
65 N.Y City 29 Scheduled 
66 Ice cream holder 
67 Chemical endings 
31 Cookie 
32 Slumber party atten- 
68 Flavor dee 
69 Practice boxing 33 Brit, airline 
DOWN 34 Eight:Prefix 
1 Syria VIP 35 Idaho's state tree 
2 Accustom 37 Pertaining to:Suffix 
3 Defend staunchly 40 Wood paneling 
4 Environmental agcy. 41 Angers 
43 College org. 
44 Sea 
46 Scurries to marry 
48 Chant 
50 Satisfies 
52 Group of soldiers 
53 Ms. Hetmsly 
54 Church official 
55 Computer fodder 
56 Type of collar 
58 RBI for one 
62 Cray or pay add on 
63 Brit, restrooms 
1996 All rights reserved GFR Associates 
P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301 
Quotable Quote 
" If only God would give me 
a clear sign I Like making 
a large deposit in my name 
at a Swiss bank." 
WoodyAllen 
13'Miscellaneous for Sale 
1/3 carat, oval cut, Blue Ridge diamond 
engagement ring with matching band. 
Bought for $800, will sell $500 OBO. This 
is a steal! 489-5055. 
3.5HP Craftsman rear-bagger 20" 
lawnmower. Excellent condition. Selling 
because of upgrade. Original price, $150. 
Will sell for $70. Call Doug 764-3742. Best 
offer considered. 
301 Flea Market (old drive-in) Sylvania, 
GA. Buy, sell, and trade open Fri, Sat, and 
Sun. New Sony Car CD players. CD's and 
cassettes, clothes, etc. 863-7908. 
386 for sale. 60 M Hard drive, 1 M RAM, 
VGA Monochrome Monitor, Keyboard and 
mouse. Price $250. Call 681-4332/5839. 
386SX. VGA color monitor, keyboard, 
mouse, and modem. $500 negotiable. 
681-7587. Leave message. 
FOR SALE: '94 GT RTS3 full suspension 
mountain bike. Great condition, XT 
Manitou3 front shock. Asking $700. Call 
or leave message 764-9353. 
For sale: 58cm Cannondale Road bike with 
14 speed STI shifters and LOOK clipless 
pedals. Stationary trainer included. $650. 
Call 871-3233. 
For sale: BCA mountain bike. Just had 
tune up. Good condition. Must sell $125 
neg. Call Scott 489-6845. 
For sale: Brother word processor includes 
monitor, keyboard, and printer. Price 
negotiable. For more information, call 
489-5666. 
Mountain bike for sale. Trek 830shx front 
suspension, bar end, etc. Excellent 
condition. Call 871-6808. 
Must go, SNES and games. Chrono 
Trigger & Guide, Donkey Kong Country 2, 
Wrestlemania, KI, Spawn, Revolution X, 
Doom, Raw, and others. Will take best 
offer. Jason at 688-2506. 
POOL TABLE for sale: Full size table in 
good condition, SLATE bottom. $600 for 
table, balls, cues, and cue rack. Call 
764-4848. 
01'Announcements 
Radio 
Listen to the Undaground Bandits: Taz, 
E-man, and Native Sunday Nights 7pm - 
11pm on the voice of Georgia Southern, 
WVGS 91.9fm. __ 
AD PLACEMENT (For Commercial 
Enterprises) - Classified ads in the 
George-Anne cost 150 per word with a $3 
minimum per insertion. Please add $1 per 
ad for mailing and handling for tearsheet 
service. The customer is responsible for 
proofing the ad immediately upon 
publication. Pre-payment with your ad is 
appreciated. Call 681-5418 for more 
information. The George-Anne reserves 
the right to refuse any advertisement. 
AD PLACEMENT (For Students, Faculty 
& Staff) - The George-Anne publishes ads 
for students, faculty and staff which are 
non-commercial in nature. Submit your 
ads, 25 words or less, either in person at 
Room 223 Williams Center during normal 
business hours (9am to 4pm), or via mail 
at Landrum Box 8001. Please do not 
attempt to place free ads via telephone — 
at these prices we don't take dictation. 
ATTENTION: The George-Anne screens 
all classified ads prior to publication. The 
newspaper strives to accept ads for 
legitimate products & services only. 
Students are urged to exercise caution 
when replying to ads, particularly those 
which ask for money or a credit card 
number in advance of delivery of products 
or services. Students are also urged to 
report to the newspaper (at 681-5418) any 
suspicious offers they might see in the 
classifieds. Remember, if an offer seems 
too good to be true, it probably is. 
GSU FENCING, INTERESTED call 
489-6202 or come to College Plaza Mon, 
Wed, and Fri. 5-6. Ask for Damon. 
Hoops for Heart Details: 
Who: Any GSU student. Teams may 
consist of a minimum of three and 
maximum of five. Teams may be all male, 
all female or coed. 
What: Two hour, three on three, round 
robin basketball tournament. 
When: February, 20,1996 between 5 and 
7pm. 
Why: To help raise money for the 
American Heart Association and their 
fight against disease. 
How: Pick up an information sheet along 
with a donation packet from a graduate 
assistant with the Dept. Of Kinesiology or 
see Stacy Hall in Hanner 2308. 
Miscellany is accepting submissions for 
spring publication. Short stories, drama, 
poetry, visual art, and musical 
compositions. Send to: Miscellany LB 
Southern Arts presents Halley's Comet, a 
one-man play starring John Amos. Feb 21, 
7pm, Union Ballroom. Call x 0830 for 
more info. 
1988 Chevrolet Beretta-grey, 2dr, 93,200 
miles. 2800cc MFIV-6. Runs great. $3100 
OBO. Call Jay (912) 871-7210. 
1990 Chevrolet Stip Side 350SS All 
Performance. Must see $12,000 or best 
offer. 871-7813. 
1992 Honda Civic 4dr LX. Auto, PW, PL, 
PS. Excellent condition. Still in warranty 
and almost new tires. $9000. 832-5714. 
1993 Volvo 850GLT, black, 40K miles, 
factory warranty remaining, LOTS of 
safety features, 8 speaker stereo/cassette, 
all service records. $19,800. 681-0698 
(day) 587-2469 (night). 
Cutlass 88 Calais. Blue 4 door $2800. 
Cutlass 1989 Supreme Red 2dr $4300. 
Price negotiable. Call 489-3430 or leave 
message. 
For sale: 1984 Oldsmobile Cutlass Family 
owned $1800. Call after 5pm 764-6346. 
For sale: 94 4x4 black Toyota truck. 24,000 
miles. In excellent condition. Must sell, 
only 12,000 OBO. Clal Pearl at 688-2133. 
07'Education 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Grants 
and scholarships Available! BILLIONS OF 
$$$ IN PRIVATE FUNDING. Qualify 
Immediately. 1-800 AID 2 HELP 
(1-800-243-2435) 
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6 billion 
in public and private sector grants & 
scholarships is now available. All student 
are eligible regardless of grades, income, 
or parent's income. Let us help. Call 
Student Financial Services: 
1-800-263-6495 ext. F53943 
Summer Camp Employment 
500 SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNITIES 
IN NY, PA, NEW ENGLAND. Choose 
from over 40 camps. Instructors needed: 
Tennis, Baseball, Hockey, Rollerblade, 
Soccer, Lacrosse, Softball, Volleyball, 
Basketball, PE Majors, Education Majors, 
Gymnastics, English Riding, Lifeguard, 
WSI, Water-skiing, Sailing, Windsurfing, 
Fitness, Archery, Mt. Biking, Pioneering, 
Ropes, Dance, Piano Accoumpaniest, 
Dramatics, Ceramics, Jewelry, Woodshop, 
Photography, Radio, Nature, RN's, Chefs, 
Food Service. 
Arlene 1-800-443-6428; 516-433-8033 
08-Freebies 
FREE Beautiful blonde Cocker Spaniel 
only 4 1/2 months old. HAS SHOTS AND 
FLEAS BUT IS UNDISCIPLINED. 
Answers to the name of "Sniffy" 871-6248. 
Thanks. 
09*Furniture & Appliances 
For sale: Amana microwave oven, Sears 
wood burning stove, Dillon square deal 
reloading press, 1990 Chevy Lumina Euro 
V-6 2-door. 852-5893. 
For sale: color TV, glass end tables, 
kitchen table & 4 chairs, full size mattress 
& box spring, 1.1 cubic inch microwave. 
For info call Chad or Maria at 681-6458 
For sale: couch and matching over stuffed 
chair. Good condition - $150. Inquiries 
should call after 6pm. 764-9394. Country 
blue w/ small print cream and brick. 
For sale: Double size Waveless Waterbed. 
$200 or best offer!! For info call 681-3951. 
LIFEGUARDS 
SWIM COACHES 
SWIM INSTRUCTORS 
HIRING NOW FOR SUMMER 
POSITIONS IN THE NORTH 
SUBURBAN ATLANTA AREA AND 
BEYOND. CERTIFICATION CLASSES 
AVAILABLE. CALL SWIM ATLANTA 
POOL MANAGEMENT. (770) 992-7665. 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - students 
needed! Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+ per 
month in the Fishing Industry. Room and 
board! Transportation! Male or female. No 
experience necessary. Call (206) 971-3510 
extA53943. 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up 
to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships 
or Land-Tour companies. World travel. 
Seasonal & full-time employment 
available. No experience necessary. For 
more information call 1-206-971-3550 ext. 
C53942 
Earn $ for books, tuition, rent, etc in your 
spare time. Call Chad or Maria for more 
information at 681-6458. Please leave 
message if not there. 
Georgia Certified EMTs needed. Flexible 
schedules and $$$. Call Richmond EMS at 
489-8500. 
GET YOUR SUMMER JOB NOW! 
Lifeguards, coaches, swim instructor 
positions available all over north Atlanta, 
excellent pay, call Riverside Pool at 
404-252-7665 for information and 
application. 
Losing someone to a Kansas City station, 
so Swainsboro radio station is looking for 
entry level advertising sales people. WXRS 
AM/FM pays higher than the national 
average, plus commission. You begin with 
a 2 month training course then get an 
existing list of accounts to call on. 
Co-owned with medium market station in 
Illinois, so advancement is encouraged. 
Call 912-237-1590 and ask for Melinda. 
EEO. 
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING - Positions 
are now available at National Parks, 
Forests & Wildlife Preserves. Excellent 
benefits + bonuses! Call: 1-206-971-3620 
ext N53942. 
03'Autos for Sale 11-Help Wanted 12 _ost & Found 
'67 Mustang for sale. Red w/black top, 289, 
pwr steer, auto trans., many new parts. 
$4900. Call Trip @ 871-7449. 
1972 Cutlass Convertible. $1500 Firm. 
Call John 489-5169  
1987 Pontiac Fiero GT for sale. Only $900. 
It will get you from point A to point B. 
Please call 871-6707. Ask for Chan. 
FREE T-SHIRT 
+ $1000 
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, 
sororities, and groups. Any campus 
organization can raise up to $1000 by 
earning a whopping $5.00/VISA 
application. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. 
Qualified callers receive FREE T-SHIRT. 
Lost - Silver charm bracelet. Mega reward 
offered. Please call Shaw at 681-4447. 
LOST: Very sweet medium sized dog. 
Black with white spot on chest. Wearing a 
black collar and flea collar lost on South 
College. Reward offered.764-2938 
16*Personal 
1979 Chevy 4WD front axle for sale. 
Call Donnie at 489-5678 for more 
information. 
For sale: 19" GE color TV. No remote $50. 
One pair of 6x9 3 way car stereo speakers 
never been used. $15. Ask for Brian 
871-4230. 
17«Pets& Supplies 
Iguana with tank, carpet, heat rock, and 
light. $50. Call Anna at 681-7587. 
19-Rentals& Real Estate 
1 bedroom apartment in Pine Haven 
available June 1 to whenever needed. Rent 
$260/mon. For more details, call 681-9473. 
Please leave message. 
Apartment for rent at Bermuda Run. Own 
bedroom and bath. $230/mon + 1/4 
utilities. Call for more info 681-3951. 
Apartment for rent. Four rooms available. 
Move in as soon as possible. $230/mon. 
Call Lisa Hagy (912)871-6001 or 
(770)591-8074 between 8 and 5 
Close to campus: Two bedroom, two bath 
apartment with W/D, ceiling fans, walk-in 
closets. For lease call 681-6020 
Male needed to sublease Town Club 
apartment. $220/mon + 1/4 utilities, W/D. 
Available call Collect 770-424-8163 after 
5pm. Rent negotiable. 
Room for rent. Walk to campus. $210/mon 
+ 1/2 utilities. Need good responsible 
persons. Call 871-5430. Ask for Dwayne 
after 9pm or before 12pm MWF. 
Take over lease at Bermuda Run. 
Preferably a girl, but a guy will do. For 
info call 871-6345. Please respond ASAP. 
Take over lease at Bermuda Run. 
Preferably a male but a female will do. For 
info call 871-6345 or 871-7917. 
20'Roommates 
ASAP    SWF needed to take over lease 
Campus Courtyard. Own bedroom, share 
bath. Furnished W/D, call 681-8797. 
ASAP! Female roommate needed! Own 
bed/bath and phoneline, W/D at Bermuda 
Run. $225/mon + 1/4 utilities. Ask or leave 
message for Nikki. 871-6972. 
Female roommate needed to sublease 
spring and summer. Own room, share 
bath. Hawthorne 2. $215/mon + utilities. If 
interested, call 871-3149. 
Male roommate: Stadium Walk apartment 
#68 spring and summer quarters. Please 
call 489-5553 for more info. Nice Christian 
roommate preferred. 
Male/female roommate needed for spring 
quarter. Own room, free cable + water. No 
deposit, lease option. Call Josh 681-9037, 
Sun, Mon, Wed. 6pm to midnight. 
Need white female to share bedroom and 
bath in the Season's by March 1, 1996. 
$117.50/mon + 1/3 utilities. Call 681-8250. 
Roommate needed ASAP to share 2 
bedroom, 2 bath. Fully furnished with new 
furniture includes water and dryer at 
Sagebrush Apartments call Matt 
871-6772. $250/mon. 
Roommate needed ASAP to share house 
with female graduate students. Own 
bedroom and bath. W/D. Fully furnished 
living room, dining room, kitchen. Quiet 
neighborhood. Close to campus. Pool table, 
exercise machine. $200+ share of utilities. 
Contact Leanne or leave a message at 
871-5733.  
Roommate needed to share fully furnished 
2 bed, 2 bath mobile home. Call 488-2549 
for more info. 
Roommate needed to share fully furnished 
2 bed, 2 bath mobile. $200/mon. Call 
488-2547 for more info. 
SBM to share fully furnished apartment at 
Stadium Place. Must be clean and 
friendly. $250/mon includes utilities + 1/2 
phone and cable. Call Scott 871-5872. 
Tired of roommates? M/F own bedroom + 
bath, 2 full closets. Great roommates! 
$215/mon. Water included, no deposit, new 
apartment, furnished, wonderful location! 
Move in Spring. Call 871-3372. Ask for 
Stephenie. 
Tired of your roommates, lbr apartment 
available for sub-lease spring and 
summer. Apartment in Eagle Villa Suites. 
Call Eric at 871-7536 for more info. 
Wanted roommate to share 1996 mobile 
home. Free water, W/D, dishwasher. Fully 
furnished. $165/mon. Call 871-7144. 
White female roommate needed to 
sub-lease apartment in Park Place for the 
summer. Private bedroom + bathroom. 
W/D, rent is $200/mon + 1/2 utilities. 
Please call Jennifer at 871-5908. 
White male or female roommate needed 
for two bedroom apartment. Close to 
campus. $200/mon. Call John 489-5169. 
21'Services 
GRADUATION INVITATIONS 
Don't pay high prices at the 
Printshop/Bookstore, let us create custom 
announcements for you. Prices 
competitive. Rush orders? Call: PERFECT 
PRESENTATIONS 688-3558. 
FAX GREAT DEAL $.75 per page within 
US; $3 -$5 outside the US. For GSU 
students only. Plus e-mail @ gsi00750 for 
details at GSU. 
MARY KAY! MARY KAY! Please call Shea 
at 688-2187 for all your Mary Kay 
products. 
MATH TUTORING! Call now 871-5918. 
Do well on your tests! 
Need something typed and spellchecked on 
computer? Must be legible and in order. 
Other pages negotiable. Call or leave 
message. Renee 688-2660. 
TYPING. Overnight guaranteed. Lesson 
plans, units, term papers, etc. Call 
Brenda, 764-1486 (Secretary). 
WHAT WILL HAPPEN IN YOUR LIFE 
IN 1996? Find out - talk to live Psychics!! 
Call 1-900-255-0100 Ext. 5077. $3.99 per 
min, must be 18 yrs. Touch tone phone. 
Serv-U (619)645-8434. 
22«Sports & Stuff 
Baseball cards for sale: Kirby Puckett, 
Dwight Gooden, Daryl Strawberry, Eric 
Davis, Felix Jose, Ken Hill, Andy Benes, 
Alan Trammell, Jimmy Key - Call Renee 
688-2660. 
23'Stereo & Sound 
Must sell! Two MTX terminator speakers 
and one 380 watt amp all in excellent 
condition. Please call 681-6422 and ask for 
DAVID. 
27'Wanted 
Wanted to buy: Nice, used, refrigerator, 
full size. Call Randall at 681-2248. 
28'Weekends & Travel 
SPRING BREAK '96 
Only 1 week to live - DON'T BLOW IT! 
BOOK NOW! 
Florida $109 Bahamas $359 
Jamaica/Cancun $399 
Organize a group - TRAVEL FREE! 
FREE INFO: 
Sunsplash 1-800-426-7710 
SPRING BREAK!! 
Spend your Spring Break on the beaches 
of Hilton Head Island, South Carolina. 
Spacious 2 & 3 bedroom villas available. 
Sleeps 6-8 people. Across the street from 
the beach!! $750-1050 per week. Call 
800-864-6762 for more information. 
JAMAICA Spring Break from $299 
Miami-$350 Atlanta each. Including most 
taxes! Deposit by Dec. 14 for savings. 
(800)"U"REGGAE.... (800)873-4423 
ReggaeJAM 24hr. Free info. 
The PAGES 
Staff Rocks! 
GIRL SCOOTS 
Camp Concharty 
Girl Scout Camp on beautiful Pine 
Mountain, Georgia is now hiring 
for the Summer of 1996. Positions 
available include: 
Camp Director 
Program Director 
Waterfront Director 
Waterfront Staff 
(WSI's and Lifeguards) 
Unit Directors 
Unit Counselors 
Nature, Sports, Crafts, Dance, 
Horsing and Theater Specialists. 
Contact: Concharty Council of 
Girl Scouts, INC. 
1344 -13th Avenue 
Columbus, GA 31901 
Phone: (706) 327-2646 
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http://www.takeabpeak.coni 
1-800-95-BREAK 
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL 
The George- 
Anne is 
looking for 
writers. Come 
by room 223 in 
the Williams 
Center or call 
us at 681-5246 
to apply. 
CHAOS by Brian Shuster 
"I don't think we need to see any more of this house. 
You see, my husband and I throw a lot of stones." 
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Lobbyists allegedly woo 
lawmakers with caviar, vodka 
By Dick Pettys 
The Associated Press 
ATLANTA — The way one 
lobbyist described it, members 
of a House committee were to be 
treated to caviar and shots of 
vodka later this month during 
their annual dinner party — fi- 
nanced by special interests—at 
an expensive restaurant. 
But after inquiries from The 
Associated Press, the lobbyist 
who was coordinating the dinner 
was told by her employers to 
abandon the project,and the com- 
mittee chairman has issued an 
edict that neither caviar nor 
vodka may be served if the meal 
takes place. 
"I don't want ... (the vodka) 
there waitingon folks," said Rep. 
Buddy Childers, D-Rome, chair- 
man of the House Health and 
Ecology Committee. "If they want 
to order mixed drinks, that's up 
to them. I don't want no straight 
vodka waiting for anybody." 
As for the caviar, Childers said 
he didn't like it when he tried it 
for the first time last year when 
medical industry lobbyists 
pitched in to take the committee 
to dinner at the Russian-themed 
Nikolai's Roof restaurant. 
"They say it's pretty expen- 
sive," he said. 
Childers' committee acts on o. 
wide array of medical industry 
legislation, and once a year it is 
treated to a fancy dinner spon- 
sored by industry lobbyists. 
Last year's dinner at Nikolai's 
cost $3,915 and was underwrit- 
ten by 18 medical groups. 
This year's dinner, also sched- 
uled for Nikolai's, was being co- 
ordinated by Robin Harris, a lob- 
byist for Columbia/HCA 
Healthcare Corp. In a letter Jan. 
17 to other industry lobbyists, 
she said: 
"Once again events like this 
remind us of our difficult jobs, 
but it is our duty, our burden to 
bear. Wear it proud. See you at 
"IF THEY WANT TO 
ORDER MIXED DRINKS, 
THAT'S UP TO THEM. I 
DON'T WANT NO 
STRAIGHT VODKA 
WAITING FOR 
ANYBODY." 
— REP. BUDDY CHILDERS 
Nikolai's on the 28th of Febru- 
ary amidst vodka shots and 
caviar for good quality time with 
our policy makers." 
Melissa Metcalfe, Georgia di- 
rector of Common Cause, said 
the letter may have had a face- 
tious tone, "but I'd say this was 
someone being honest about the 
fact that, yes, they do use meals 
and parties as a bribe for legisla- 
tors." 
The lobbyist did not return a 
call from The Associated Press, 
but the giant hospital 
corporation's public relations 
department did. 
Jeanne Mathews, director of 
market communications, said, "It 
is not a Columbia deal and we 
are not supporting it or paying 
for it." 
She said the lobbyist was 
working for a different organiza- 
tion when she agreed to serve as 
the event's coordinator and that 
she had not previously disclosed 
the commitment to Columbia/ 
HCA. 
"Right now, we have bills of 
interest before that committee, 
and I think it's very important 
this (event) not be construed in 
any way as an attempt to wine 
and dine a committee toward a 
certain vote," she said. 
Childers said the meal 
wouldn't buy anybody's vote. 
Influence-peddling is not an 
issue, he said, because the din- 
ner traditionally falls late in the 
session, when major bills already 
have been acted upon by the com- 
mittee. 
Legislation is never discussed, 
he said. 
Childers said he routinely re- 
jects offers by individual lobby- 
ing groups to treat the commit- 
tee to lunch or dinner "because I 
felt that's just too much influ- 
ence when you have one interest 
group picking up the tab for the 
entire committee." 
Newt reads to kindergarteners 
By Leonard Pallats 
The Associated Press 
MARIETTA, Ga. — House 
Speaker Newt Gingrich apolo- 
gized to the group that had been 
waiting for him all morning, ex- 
plaining he'd been delayed by a 
snowstorm in Washington. Then 
he took off his shoes and sat on 
the floor as 25 kindergarteners 
gathered around to hear him read 
'The Velveteen Rabbit." 
Gingrich, who has written 
three books of his own, spent 
about an hour at East Side El- 
ementary School on Friday, 
across the street from his dis- 
trict office, at the invitation of 
Mary Schmidt's kindergarten 
class. 
"Dear Mr. Speaker," said the 
letter from the class, written on 
a big green cutout of an apple. 
"We love to read. Would you 
please come read to us?" 
Gingrich had written back 
that he probably couldn't fit it in 
on a school day. 
But unlike President Clinton 
and former President Jimmy 
Carter, who politely turned down 
the invitation, Gingrich managed 
to find time and brought along a 
book. 
After apologizing for his tar- 
diness while sitting in front of 
the class, near pictures of George 
Washington and Abraham Lin- 
coln and a poster explaining the 
legend  of Groundhog Day, 
Gingrich passed around his 
House voting card for examina- 
tion. 
Then he asked to sit with the 
children on the floor, and the 
class voted to accept. 
"I can't see," a couple of chil- 
dren complained after the group 
made room for Gingrich in its 
midst. 
The class gradually settled 
down and Gingrich ignored mi- 
nor interruptions as he read. 
'There was once a velveteen 
"MY MAIN GOAL FOR 
THE CHILDREN IN THIS 
CLASSROOM IS TO 
LOVE TO READ." 
— MARY SCHMIDT 
KINDERGARTEN TEACHER 
rabbit," Gingrich began the story 
of the child's toy that eventually 
achieved its desire to become a 
real rabbit. 
As it grew older, the rabbit 
showed signs of wear. "When I 
was your age, I had a doll called 
Pinky," Gingrich told the chil- 
dren. The doll also became old 
and worn, he explained, turning 
the book around to show them 
the picture of the tattered rab- 
bit. 
After he finished reading, 
Gingrich answered questions: 
Favorite planet: "Earth, so 
far." 
Favorite color: "Blue, when my 
wife is wearing it." 
Favorite food: "Ice cream, un- 
fortunately." 
Student Annie Nguyen gave 
Gingrich a school cap, a 
sweatshirt and a bumper sticker. 
As he thanked the class, she put 
the gifts back in their package 
and removed the cap from 
Gingrich's head. 
"You're very organized," he 
said. 
Gingrich gave the class a small 
velveteen rabbit, the copy of the 
book, and a blue dinosaur cutout 
for each child autographed 
"Newt." 
As he left, his staff took about 
a dozen copies of his book, "To 
Renew America," from the class- 
room for him to sign. 
While Gingrich is the first 
national figure to read to the 
class, local officials, including the 
county school superintendent, 
have accepted the offer. 
Much of the children's 
classwork consists of reading and 
writing exercises. Bringing in 
adults gives them role models 
for reading, Ms. Schmidt said. 
"My main goal for the chil- 
dren in this classroom is to love 
to read," she said. 
Telephone museum honors Carter 
By Elliot Minor 
The Associated Press 
LESLIE, Ga.—Switchboards 
that helped President Jimmy 
Caiter run the country and a 
phone his frustrated brother 
yanked off a wall are a connec- 
tion to the past at a museum that 
has no hang-ups about honoring 
the humble telephone. 
The Georgia Rural Telephone 
Museum has about 2,000 phones, 
from a megaphone-shaped model 
of the world's first, invented by 
Alexander Graham Bell in 1876, 
to a shiny replica of Telestar, 
whose launching in 1962 made it 
the first telecommunications sat- 
ellite. 
"The telephone is like the light 
bulb," said the museum's 
founder, Tommy Smith, presi- 
dent of the local telephone com- 
pany. "We don't pay attention to 
it, but it is there. I dedicated the 
museum to those who struggled 
so hard, so long that we might 
inherit the greatest communica- 
tions system in the world." 
The museum, which claims to 
have the largest collection of tele- 
phones and telephone memora- 
bilia in the world, opened in Oc- 
tober. 
Located in Leslie, a small 
farming town 30 miles northeast 
of Albany, the museum is housed 
in a renovated brick cotton ware- 
house built in 1911. 
The Carter display features a 
mural depicting downtown 
Plains and smiling portraits of 
Jimmy Carter and his brother, 
Billy Carter. At the front of the 
display stand1 two bulky black 
switchboards that the White 
House communications staff 
used in Plains to relay calls to 
the Carter compound. Labels 
showed operators how to con- 
nect callers to the president's 
office, to Carter's wife, Rosalynn, 
to the Secret Service and others. 
"Every phone call he got went 
through those switchboards," 
said Smith, president of Citizens 
Telephone Co., which serves 
"WE HAD THE OLD 
CRANK TELEPHONES 
WHICH HAD BEEN 
AROUND SINCE THE 
TURN OF THE CENTURY. 
WE GOT TH* DIAL 
SYSTEM IN THE 
1950s." 
— TOMMY SMITH 
CITIZENS TELEPHONE 
COMPANY PRESIIDENT 
about 5,000 customers in Plains, 
Leslie, Vienna and the Lake 
Blackshear area. "The conversa- 
tions were screened. They didn't 
let anybody and everybody talk 
to him." 
The display also features a 
red phone that Billy Carter 
ripped from the wall of his home 
and tossed into his yard. Smith's 
workers rescued it. 
The brother had gotten peeved 
because he was hounded con- 
stantly by the media and others. 
"He said people would come on 
his porch," Smith recalled. "He 
said he couldn't sleep at night." 
Smith, a World War II combat 
veteran, went to work for the 
phone company in 1945. He has 
been responsible for the Carter 
family's phone service since 1946 
when he bought the company 
with a $4,000 GI loan. 
"We had 99 telephones and 
probably half of those weren't 
working," he said. "We had the 
old crank telephones which had 
been around since the turn of the 
century. We got the dial system 
in the 1950s." 
When the future president 
attended the U.S. Naval Acad- 
emy in Annapolis, Md., he often 
called his girlfriend, Rosalynn 
Smith, in Sumter County, whose 
number was 611. 
During Carter's presidency, 
Smith's technicians set up mi- 
crowave transmitters for the 
media and installed 500 tele- 
phones in a news center. 
Now his workers are installi g 
cables with 12 hair-thin fiber 
optics lines, each capable of han- 
dling 32,000 phone conversations 
simultaneously. 
Smith's company, one of only 
32 independent phone compa- 
nies left in Georgia, has about 
5,000 customers. The company 
still charges only 10 cents for a 
local call from a pay phone. 
The museum, across the street 
from the phone company, fea- 
tures handcrank phones, old pay 
phones with slots for silver dol- 
lars and old switchboards with 
patch cords dangling like spa- 
ghetti from plastic and brass 
plugs. Smith has collected the 
phones over the years; some of 
those on display came from other 
private collections. 
McKinney: Democratic Party is racist 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — Georgia 
Democratic Party officials are 
denying a black 
congresswoman's charge that 
they've been recruiting white 
challengers for a black incum- 
bent from Georgia's 2nd District. 
Rep. Cynthia McKinney ac- 
cused state Democratic leaders 
of seeking "people of the right 
skin color" to run against Rep. 
Sanford Bishop of Columbus in 
the July Democratic primary. 
McKinney specifically singled 
out Georgia House Speaker Tom 
Murphy, who said he would sup- 
port ousted University of Geor- 
gia football coach Ray Goff in a 
race against Bishop, even though 
Goff hasn't announced and hasn't 
disclosed his party affiliation. 
"Tom Murphy and his fellow 
dinosaurs have demonstrated 
that black Democrats are no more 
than spare parts for their whites- 
only party machine," she said. 
Murphy was not available for 
comment, but Steve Anthony, 
executive director of the Georgia 
Democratic Party, denied that 
any party leaders have been re- 
cruiting white candidates to run 
against Bishop. 
Anthony said he has never 
talked with Goff about running 
in the 2nd District, but did sug- 
gest to Goff that the 11th Dis- 
trict in Georgia's new court- 
drawn congressional map was 
"tailor-made" for him. 
Goff has said he's considering 
running for Congress in either 
the 11th District, where he now 
lives, or in the 2nd District, where 
he grew up. 
But he hasn't said whether 
he'd run as a Democrat or Re- 
publican. 
Bishop said he didn't know in 
advance that McKinney was 
planningtomake the allegations, 
and he said he does not share her 
view that party leaders want a 
white candidate to challenge him. 
DONORS 
Continued from page 1 
verage, such as television, radio, 
and flyers, lets the public know 
how critical the shortage is and 
that the Red Cross is in need of 
donors. 
"It is very important that we 
get the opportunity to get the 
word out about the situation," 
Martin said. 
Wills said that it's hard hav- 
ing such a small group sponsor- 
ing the drive so the Red Cross 
has' asked some community 
members to help out as well. 
"The Red Cross can handle 
the blood drive," Wills said. "But 
they are using us as a tool to get 
the word out on campus." 
Martin said that it takes some 
time to recover from a blood short- 
age and to replenish the supply. 
"It is important to have a good 
drive on Wednesday," she said. 
"The need is definitely there." 
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It's time for submissions for the 
Spring 1996 
Magazine of the Arts ! 
Short Stories 
Drama 
Poetry- 
Visual Art 
and Musical Compositions 
Send Submissions to : 
Miscellany 
L.B. 8001 
Deadline : Feb. 29, Leap Year 
•fel JB 
Russell Union Gameroom 
> Tournament * 
Tue.« February 6 
Doubles 
Ping Pong 
Tue.. February 13 
Doubles 
Spades 
All events start at 6:00 pm 
All events are open to both women and 
men. The entry deadline is the Monday 
prior to each event. Sign-up in the Russell 
Union Gameroom. The entry fee is $2.00 
per person. For more information, call the 
Russell Union Gameroom at 681-0444. 
Day Spa 
New Wolff bulbs 
Hair • Nails • Facials • Tanning 
404 S. Zetterower • Statesboro, GA 30458 
(Near Campus Next to Time Saver) 
(912)489-2826 
$5 0FF ; $5 0FF 
10 Tanning : /   u 
Sessions : Haircut 
'.inires March 31. 1996 \ ExPires March 31' 19% 
;• 
